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Abstract
The Doppel System for Controlled Testing of Sensor Network Apps
Anbu Elancheziyan
Jaudelice Cavalcante de Oliveira, Ph.D.
Application software or apps for wireless sensor networks vary widely and are customized to
run on resource-constrained sensor nodes. This places restrictions on how it can be tested
especially when running on the target hardware and operating as a network. Any changes
to the app for testing could result in non-trivial observer effects especially if the testing
methodology requires use of the already scarce resources.
This leads us to the question of whether a system capable of testing sensor network apps
while not using resources of the sensor nodes could be built. The objective of this research
was to answer this question by designing the architecture and building the Doppel system
which allows testing sensor network apps operating as a network.
We present an architecture that utilizes sensor nodes to provide the required sensory
input and exercise control over the sensor nodes that are executing the app under test. In
our architecture, each sensor node executing the app under test is paired with a modified
sensor node called the control node. We showcase an implementation of the architecture
using the MICAz sensor node platform and TinyOS operating system software. Evaluation
results in a network setting are also presented. Our architecture provides the benefits of
both hardware-based and software-based approaches to testing sensor network apps.
To manage the system efficiently when scaling up the system, there arises a need to find
the optimal placement of base stations, what data each base station holds for operating the
system and how the data needs to be routed. We modeled this optimization problem as the
xiii
well-known facility location problem, and provided a hybrid algorithm that uses simulated
annealing and a standalone solver to solve the problem.
Abstract

1Chapter 1: Introduction
Wireless networks are now ubiquitous and among them wireless sensor networks have made
a mark as unique instruments. They are ad hoc networks that are composed of inexpensive
miniaturized communicating devices called wireless sensor nodes. Being an ad hoc network,
there is no centralized controller or infrastructure and the task of coordination and com-
munication is handled by the individual wireless sensor nodes. The nodes use distributed
communication protocols to self organize and, while performing elementary operations at
the node level, exhibit complex behaviors at the network level which are leveraged for
various applications.
They are used for personal health monitoring [1], robust medical systems [2], emergency
and disaster relief causes [3], civilian applications [4], wildlife habitat monitoring [5] and
environmental causes [6]. There are also applicable in a variety of other scenarios because
of their versatility [7] and are available commercially [8, 9]. The versatility stems from the
fact that the nodes are programmable and the networks are robust and fault-tolerant even
when the nodes themselves are inexpensive and prone to failure.
In a wireless sensor network (WSN), the individual nodes sense, process and communi-
cate data from the environment they are deployed in to one or more end-user base stations
using distributed algorithms [10, 11]. This allows a large number of inexpensive devices to
monitor large areas and provide a macroscopic view [12] of the environment without the
need for expensive or permanent infrastructures.
A wireless sensor node, the building block of a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), is
usually a combination of one or more sensors, a microcontroller, a communication module
2such as a radio and a power source which is usually a battery pack. It is also designed
to be small in size. For example, the MICA2 wireless node module [13] and the sensor
board [14] that can be attached to it, shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2, has a surface area around
60mm×35mm. The use of inexpensive and mass-produced miniature components allows
deployment of large networks without significant cost and makes loss of nodes insignificant.
However, the small and inexpensive components used place restrictions on the amount of
resources available at each node [15].
This has led to the design of application software for sensor networks that use the least
amount of resources and prioritize energy conservation to ensure that the network can be
operational for as long as possible while meeting the requirements of the application [16, 17].
The availability of limited resources and conservative approach to power consumption
restricts how the application software or app that is running on a sensor node can be
analyzed and tested with different inputs when operating as a network. Any changes to
the app to include testing functionality may adversely affect the functioning of the app at
the individual nodes and potentially alter the complex behavior exhibited at the network
level [18].
A system that provides a controlled testing environment with the least interference to
the app under test would lead to more robustly built apps with predictable behavior at the
network level.
1.1 Testing Sensor Network Apps
Consider a wireless sensor network where all nodes usually run the same app and measure
physical phenomena in the environment such as light, heat, magnetism, etc. depending on
the type of sensor. This data is then processed in the network and the result is collected
and sent to a base station (usually a computer).
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3Figure 1.1: The MPR400 sensor node module without the sensor board. Batteries
are under the PCB.
Figure 1.2: The MTS300 sensor board with various sensors. It connects to the
MPR400 shown by a 51-pin hirose female connector attached on the bottom of the
PCB.
Although the app runs on individual nodes, the sensor network can be collectively
considered to be system running an app a that takes input from an environment (say x)
and, after processing, produces an output (Figure 1.3).
When we make changes to app a such as tuning some parameters in the algorithm or
substituting software components, there arises a need to evaluate the performance of the
modified app b against the original app a.
This poses a problem as the environment that was once available to app a (environ-
ment x) is now not available to app b as the physical environment is constantly varying.
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a
a
a
a
a
aa
a
a
a
a
a aa
a
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a
a
a
a
Environment  x
(Light, heat, etc.)
Figure 1.3: WSN running app a with input from environment x
When this happens, app b uses another environment (say y) as input (Figure1.4). This
might lead to a biased comparison of apps b and a. While we can avoid this by recreating
some physical quantities (such as light), it is difficult or expensive to do so for others such
as heat, magnetism or GPS signals.
b
b
b
b
b
b
bb
b
b
b
b
b bb
b
b
b
b
b
b
Environment  y
Figure 1.4: WSN running app b with input from environment y
We can overcome this by simulating the values that were obtained from environment x
in a way that is transparent to app b to ensure that it is tested with the same environment
as app a and the resulting behavior can be used for an unbiased comparison.
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5The current systems that can be used to simulate a pre-recorded environment’s values
at each sensor node can be categorized as either software-based or hardware-based.
Software-based systems achieve this by simulating (in software) the entire WSN or parts
of it and, as a consequence, have lower fidelity and need the app to be modified to acquire
data from software rather than hardware. Hardware-based systems use external hardware
to generate the signals that would be obtained from a sensor. These signals would then be
fed to the microcontroller on the node running the app.
In our example, when simulating values from environment x, with a software-based
approach, we would use the values that were sensed in app a and feed them to app b. In a
hardware-based approach, we would recreate the signals that were sent from the sensor (to
the microcontroller) when app a was running and feed those signals to the microcontroller
when app b is running.
Software-based systems
In a software-based system, the simplest way to ensure that the environment remains con-
sistent is to simulate the entire wireless sensor network. This approach is cost-effective,
requires lower effort compared to a hardware-based system and is easily scalable. How-
ever, the fidelity of the system is not on par with an app running on real hardware and
the app (software) may not exactly match with what might be installed on a real node.
Therefore, software-based systems trade fidelity for ease of use and programmability.
Hardware-based systems
In a hardware-based system, external hardware that generate the same signals as a sensor
are used. These signals are fed to the microcontroller of the node running the app which
cannot distinguish them from signals coming from a real sensor. This allows higher fidelity,
Chapter 1: Introduction
6no storage restrictions for the data and minimal app modification. Therefore, hardware-
based systems trade scalability and programmability for fidelity.
While software-based systems are cost-effective, scalable and simpler to operate, they
do not provide high fidelity and might need extensive app modification. Hardware-based
systems provide high fidelity and can work with minimally modified apps but cannot be
easily scaled, not very cost-effective and are non-trivial to program, operate and automate.
The objective of this research is to design and evaluate a system for controlled testing
of sensor network apps when operating as a network while combining the benefits of both
hardware-based and software-based systems. We call this the Doppel system.
1.2 The Doppel System
The Doppel system provides the ease of use and programmability of a software-based system
and the high fidelity of a hardware-based system while also allowing cost-effective scalability.
We first discuss its architecture followed by a prototype implementation and its evaluation.
In order to understand how a hardware-based system works, we first look at the archi-
tecture of a sensor node. The app runs on a microcontroller which has built-in ADCs which
convert the signals from the sensors into digital values for the app.
Therefore, if we can bypass the sensors and feed the signals directly to the ADCs of
the microcontroller, the app is unaffected and is transparent to this change. A hardware
system is required for this setup, but, we need one that is both easily programmable and
cost-effective to scale. We can achieve this by using another microcontroller which can
generate the required signals, has communication hardware, is programmable with existing
tools and is readily available in scale.
A sensor node, essentially having all these features [19], can be purposed for this. We
call this re-purposed node the control node. The control node can be paired with a sensor
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7node forming a Control Sensor node Pair (CSP). The control node can also control the
on-off state of the sensor node, measure its power consumption and perform other control
functions if necessary.
Therefore, as a hardware-based system, the Doppel architecture has the following charac-
teristics:
• cost-effective (compared to a custom hardware solution),
• programmable similar to a sensor node (it is after all a sensor node in disguise), and
• operable as a network (built in communication hardware can form an identical wireless
network).
The control nodes form an identical network which we call the control network. The
sensor network can run app n (where n = a or n = b). Each node in this sensor network
is attached to a control node. The control network consisting of control nodes runs an app
used to generate the simulated values and control the sensor nodes.
The system works as follows. First, the sensor network can run app a (n = a) and
collect data as sensed values. These values are collected from each sensor node and stored
at a base station. When the sensor network is running app b (n = b), a base station for the
control network can send the sensed data for each sensor node to its corresponding control
node. The control node is configured to convert these values into signals and feed them to
the sensor node.
1.3 System Management
In a wireless sensor network, data is generated by the nodes in the network and is routed
through the network to one or more base stations (otherwise called sinks) which collect the
data and present it to the end user. These base stations are sometimes also used to send
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required.
In the control network formed by the control nodes of the Doppel system, each control
node uses data that it receives from a base station to provide stimuli to or control the sensor
node it is attached to. Therefore, the flow of data is from the base stations to each control
node in the network. Not only is this different from the usual direction of data flow of a
sensor network, it is imperative that the data is delivered within the time frame that it is
required. Otherwise, the control node cannot provide the required stimuli or control that
the sensor node requires during that testing epoch which could invalidate the test results.
Therefore, we need to solve the problem of managing the disseminating of control packets
to the appropriate control nodes in the network with strict time constraints. Additionally,
the nodes have limited storage capabilities and cannot hold more than a limited number of
packets. The wireless medium also poses challenges because of half-duplex constraints. This
problem can be trivially solved by placing a base station at each control node. However, this
is not viable for a large and geographically distributed system and is also not cost-effective.
Considering these factors, we can efficiently manage the system by finding the location
of base stations that can be used for disseminating the control packets through the net-
work. This requires knowing the network topology, the buffer capacities of nodes and the
times each node requires its control packets. With this information, we can formulate an
optimization problem that can be solved to find the location of the base stations and the
routing information for the packets.
We modeled this optimization problem as the well-known facility location problem, and
provided a hybrid algorithm that uses simulated annealing and a standalone solver to solve
the problem.
Chapter 1: Introduction
91.4 Thesis Outline
In the next chapter, we first argue the case for a system which can accurately reproduce
sensed input or stimuli for fair evaluation of wireless sensor network applications. It is
shown, with a simple example, that consistent input is crucial in the evaluation of applica-
tions, and that the lack of such rigor may lead to wrong conclusions, and therefore a biased
choice of what seems to be the best application. We then look at the details of some of the
current software-based and hardware-based systems that provide this functionality.
Later, we introduce the Doppel system. The system allows providing artificial stimuli for
testing sensor network apps that are operating as a network and also allows exercising some
control functions. Being a hardware-based system, we first present the design requirements
for such a system and propose the architecture for the Doppel system. In our architecture,
each sensor node executing the app under test is paired with a modified sensor node called
the control node.
We then showcase a prototype implementation of the architecture using the MICAz
hardware platform and TinyOS operating system software. Evaluation results for the pro-
totype in a network setting are then presented.
In Chapter 3, we first show how the control network can be managed efficiently by the
strategic location of base stations. The problem is identifying the number and location of
base stations required to run the system. We show that it is a type of facility location
problem and then discuss how we can formulate it as an optimization problem. Using
the network topology and the times each node requires data as the input, we can solve
it to produce a list of nodes to which base stations must be connected. We also obtain
information pertinent to routing the data.
In Chapter 4, we present a hybrid algorithm that combines simulated annealing with a
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standalone solver to solve the optimization problem.
In the final chapter we summarize the work from all chapters and present suggestions
for extending the work.
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Chapter 2: Doppel: System Architecture and Prototype
In the last chapter we looked at how sensor network apps can be tested in an unbiased
manner by using a controlled testing environment. In this chapter, we will first present a
study on a simple app that quantifies the probability of error that can be introduced when
a controlled testing environment is not available. We then look at the current methods of
alleviating this problem which can be broadly classified into software-based and hardware-
based systems. We then delve into the architecture of the Doppel system and the benefits
it provides. We also showcase a prototype implementation of the architecture and evaluate
its performance.
2.1 Introduction
Sensor network apps need to achieve acceptable performance while operating with limited
energy and other scarce resources available on each node. An app is usually comprised
of a set of algorithms, protocols, data structures, etc. Since there are multiple algorithms
and protocols that provide similar functionality, versions of the app that serve the same
purpose but operate differently can be built. A single app which can be tuned with various
parameters could also be built. However, when testing different versions of apps (either
with different internals or with different parameters), a controlled testing environment which
provides identical inputs for the different apps under test is required for their fair evaluation.
The apps could also be required to be tested with sensed data that is representative of the
final deployment environment.
We can quantify the error an inconsistent testing environment can introduce when eval-
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uating two apps to choose the better one. We embark on a test and evaluate two apps that
are both tested with consistent inputs first and then with inconsistent inputs. With an
inconsistent test environment, we see that there is a high probability of choosing the wrong
app. This forms the basis of the next motivation section.
Once we show that a controlled testing environment is essential for unbiased evalua-
tion, we present the currently available systems that can be classified as software-based or
hardware-based and how they have unique benefits. The Doppel architecture is introduced
later and we show how it can provide the benefits of both classes of systems even though it is
a hardware-based system. We show a prototype implementation and how it can reproduce
recorded stimuli and arbitrary stimuli for testing sensor network apps that are running as a
network. The system is also evaluated for measuring the power consumption of individual
sensor nodes and also simulating node failures in a network.
2.2 Motivation
The primary purpose of a wireless sensor network is to collect and process data. We can,
therefore, consider the network as a collective computing machine that runs an app A that
operates on an input or stimuli I and produces some output O, which can be represented
as:
A(I) = O (2.1)
Consider a scenario where we are to evaluate two slightly different apps, say A1 and A2,
and pick a winner depending on some property of the output.
Also consider two separate experiments that have been designed to evaluate two apps A1
and A2. For Experiment 1, we have some input, I, with high reproducibility, for evaluating
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both apps and they produce the respective outputs O1 and O2, i.e.,
A1(I) = O1 (2.2)
A2(I) = O2 (2.3)
Using these outputs we can arrive at a conclusion through an appropriate selection function
(represented as F ) as
C1 = F (O1,O2) (2.4)
For Experiment 2, we do not have the same level of reproducibility and have the original
input, I, and a less accurate reproduction of it, I ′. When we evaluate the apps with these
two inputs we obtain the outputs O1 and O′2 respectively.
A1(I) = O1 (2.5)
A2(I ′) = O′2 (2.6)
These outputs will lead us to conclusion C2 represented as
C2 = F (O1,O′2) (2.7)
While Experiment 1 is clearly more accurate than Experiment 2, it is immaterial which
experiment is executed when the conclusions are the same, i.e., when C1 = C2. The case
C1 6= C2, however, identifies apps that need highly reproducible inputs for fair evaluation.
We now present examples of such apps and evaluate them with different inputs.
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One of the simplest apps in sensor networks is to sample some physical phenomenon such
as light intensity or temperature and calculate the average of the readings. We consider two
such apps: a) random sampling and averaging, and, b) periodic sampling and averaging.
The two sampling apps, say, Ar and Ap respectively, are to be fed with a time varying
digital signal I and we wish to select the one with the lowest relative error compared to
the original input signal. When the relative errors are represented as δ(Or) and δ(Op), the
selection function F is given by
F =

select Ar if δ(Or) ≤ δ(Op),
select Ap otherwise
(2.8)
For Experiment 1, we use the same input signal, I, for both apps Ar and Ap. For
Experiment 2, we first obtain Or using input signal I with app Ar. We then use the input
I ′, which has a finite amount of error, with app Ap. The erroneous signal is obtained by
introducing the same amount of relative error  to each value of a time varying digital
signal (illustrated in Figure 2.1). It is then fed to Ap and the output O′p is obtained.
The two experiments with apps Ar and Ap were executed through computer simulation
and a plot of the probability of arriving at different conclusions for different relative errors
is given in Figure 2.2. Each data point was obtained with 95% confidence within ±5% error.
For each run of the simulation, a signal lasting 6000 time units and assuming 10 random
values (uniformly drawn between 0 and 1023) at random time instances within that period
(also drawn from a uniform distribution) was used. This signal (Figure 2.1) was then used
as the input for the two apps where 100 samples of the signal were acquired by each app to
calculate their respective averages. A calculated error was then introduced into the signal
to obtain the inaccurate signal for Experiment 2.
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Figure 2.1: The original signal and a signal with 15% relative error.
For the given apps, Ap has lower relative error when identical inputs are used. But
testing Ap using an input with relative error  ≥ 0.15 leads to the conclusion that Ar has
lower relative error with > 50% probability. Therefore, even with a 15% relative error, we
have a high probability of arriving at the wrong conclusion. Figure 2.2 shows the probability
of arriving at different conclusions for different values of relative error. The probability of
different conclusions is non-zero even for a 0% relative error because both apps only sample
the original signal and there may be cases when Ar has a lower relative error (relative to
the original signal) compared to Ap. From these results we can justify the need for a system
which can produce stimuli (input for an app) with high reproducibility.
2.3 Related Work
While there exist many different systems that allow testing of sensor network apps, they
can be broadly categorized into software-based systems which use an all software framework
for simulating the operation or a hybrid system that uses real sensor nodes for part of the
simulation. Hardware-based systems use external hardware that emulates the environment
providing high fidelity. However, they are usually a custom hardware solution that cannot
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Figure 2.2: Probability of reaching different conclusions for various levels of relative
error for the example app.
be scaled cost-effectively or do not have software toolchains that can be integrated with
developing the sensor network app.
The most basic systems that can be used to test apps are generic simulation software
frameworks such as GloMoSim [20] and OMNet++ [21]. These types of frameworks however
cannot provide high fidelity as they allow testing app behavior and usually do not support
simulating a real app that can run on sensor node hardware.
Frameworks that allow testing a real app’s source code have also been developed. Ex-
amples are simulators such TOSSF [22] and TOSSIM [23] that can simulate execution of
TinyOS sourcecode and COOJA [24] which can simulate execution of code for the Contiki
operating system. While these can simulate network operation using the source code for
apps, they lack fidelity when it comes to testing radio communications and transducer oper-
ations. Another class of software-based systems are instruction-level simulators that can use
source code to approximate behavior on specific hardware platform such as ATEMU [25].
These too suffer from the drawbacks mentioned earlier.
A higher level of fidelity is achieved by hybrid hardware emulators such as EmStar [26],
MULE [27], H-TOSSIM [28]. However, they cannot match the fidelity obtained when testing
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with real hardware as parts of the system are still simulated.
The next level of fidelity is testing the app on real hardware. This, however, introduces
the problem of providing previously sensed input or stimuli that meets both accuracy and
repeatability constraints. In the case of traditional wired IP networks, a traffic generator
can be used to address these requirements. In wireless sensor networks it is possible to
introduce packets through the wireless medium from one or more nodes acting as a traffic
generator. Such an approach, however, has two major disadvantages: a) it cannot capture
the behavior of a node which is sensing but has turned off the communication hardware, and,
b) it introduces interference into the wireless medium which may conflict with the normal
operation of the app. These disadvantages can be overcome by providing data directly to
the app without using the wireless medium via either software-based or hardware-based
approaches.
Software-based approaches modify the app on each node and add an extra software
module that either retrieves data from memory on the node similar to EnviroLog [29]
or use a pseudo-random number generator (P-RNG) to generate random data or sample
values from a stored data distribution such as Emuli [30]. In the former approach, if the
data is stored in the RAM, the app cannot use all of the already scarce RAM, or, if it
is stored in non-volatile memory, data read latencies can prevent normal operation unless
it is buffered in the RAM. It also reduces the amount of non-volatile memory available
for storing sensed data. In the latter approach, the P-RNG could strain the node’s CPU
affecting the energy consumption profile and altering regular app behavior especially if the
CPU is already operating close to its maximum capacity. Also, the delay in acquiring data
from the sensor can be unaccounted for (e.g., light sampling on a MICAz node with TinyOS
requires approximately 13 milliseconds). Another approach to this problem is to program
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the app to accept the data over a network interface such as MoteLab [31], ORBIT [32] and
Kansei [33] which also requires app modification and a dedicated network.
In hardware-based approaches, we trade hardware cost for fidelity of stimuli and app
tests. A thorough and comprehensive implementation of a system that can record and
reproduce all the input (signals) for a sensor node is presented in EmPro [34]. Empro can
record and playback analog and digital signals, profile and emulate battery performance,
and generate radio signals with controllable interference to profile or benchmark different
sensor node platforms. However, it requires a custom hardware setup with three different
microcontrollers and other components including custom software and development tools
for each node which can become expensive even for a small network. A related system that
allows data logging and reprogramming is the Deployment Support Network (DSN) [35]
which pairs every sensor node with a BTnode [36]. However, DSN is not designed for
providing stimuli and requires BTnodes that run custom software.
We propose to adopt a combination of the latter two approaches which results in a
network consisting of pairs of sensor nodes. In each pair, one acts as a sensor node running
the app under test and the other acts as a control node that provides stimuli to the sensor
node and allows control over its operation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
architecture that combines the benefits of using custom hardware to minimize test app
modification and increase fidelity and the benefits of using software-based in-app stimuli
generation and control to enable ease of programming and automation.
2.4 Doppel Architecture
The proposed architecture allows testing sensor network apps by providing stimuli to and
allowing control over the operation of each sensor node in the network. The stimuli is
provided by another sensor node (hereafter referred to as the control node), which generates
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the stimuli and routes it, and control signals to the sensor node through a wired interface.
When testing an app on real hardware, the sensor nodes are usually deployed in a large
area to match the desired topology and radio channels. Since nodes are usually not located
close to each other, using a single control node to provide stimuli to multiple nodes may
not be practical. We propose pairing every sensor node with a control node, creating a
control sensor node pair (CSP). While this requires an equal number of control nodes, we
argue that the benefits outweigh the costs and it is a highly flexible solution compared
to custom hardware such as EmPro [34] which may cost many times as much. Besides,
our architecture does not entail extensive hardware modifications and therefore the control
nodes can be reclaimed to act as sensor nodes if the need arises. While the architecture
does not prohibit a single control node from providing stimuli to multiple sensor nodes, this
requires running wires from the control node to each sensor node and reduces the number
of control and stimuli channels that it can provide. We now delve into the architecture of
an CSP (shown in Figure 2.3) and then describe how it operates in a network.
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Figure 2.3: The architecture of a Control Sensor node Pair (CSP) showing the different
analog and digital signals, power routing, and the software components.
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2.4.1 The Control Sensor node Pair (CSP)
The sensor node of a CSP is loaded with the app to be tested and the control node is loaded
with software that can generate the required stimuli. Before we generate stimuli, we need
to be aware of how a sensor node senses and acquires data. The sensors or transducers are
either analog or digital and typically produce analog (voltage) or digital signals respectively.
These signals are read by a microcontroller (MCU), the brain of the sensor node (Figure 2.4).
For versatility, sensor nodes are equipped with MCUs which can perform a multitude of
tasks and can therefore directly read digital signals. They have on-board Analog-to-Digital
converters to directly read analog voltages. Therefore, most sensors are wired to the MCU
with minimal components which allows us to bypass the sensors and directly route stimuli
signals to the MCU (Figure 2.5). However, if we tap into these pins, the original signal from
the connected sensor could introduce errors. Therefore, to avoid hardware modifications,
the stimuli signal can be routed to an unused pin of the MCU. Since sensor nodes are built
to allow connecting additional sensors, some of the unused pins are available for the end
user. This method also allows the original sensors to be powered, which may be critical
when performing power consumption measurements. If no unused pins are available, the
existing sensors can be disconnected, which should be trivial on a sensor node built with
good modularity.
2.4.2 Stimuli generation
Since sensor nodes have general purpose MCUs, they are capable of generating different
signals. We take advantage of this fact to convert a regular sensor node into a control
node. While the MCU can trivially generate digital signals for parallel GPIO, UART, SPI
or I2C, analog signals are more complex and can be generated by using one of two methods:
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Figure 2.4: A block diagram of a sensor node that shows how physical phenomenon
could be read from an Environment (Env. x) and then acquired by the app running on
the microcontroller (App a).
generating a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) wave or using a digital-to-analog converter.
In the former method, the MCU generates a square wave without continuously engaging
the CPU and the wave’s duty cycle can be precisely controlled. The PWM wave can then
be converted into an analog voltage by a simple low pass filter (such as an RC circuit). This
method is very inexpensive and is useful for low frequency sampling, common in sensor
network apps as the nodes themselves have low duty cycles to reduce power consumption.
In case an app performs high speed sampling, the latter method of using a DAC is suitable
as it has settling times on the order of nanoseconds [37]. If microsecond settling times are
acceptable, we can use a DAC with an SPI interface such as MCP4921 [38], which needs
a lower number of pins of the MCU. The low pass filter circuit using RC components has
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Figure 2.5: Block diagram of how a sensor node can be paired with a control node
and stimuli can be provided by the control node by bypassing the sensors on the sensor
node. Note that a different app (App b) could be running on the sensor node and we
can provide the same values acquired by App a by generating them in the control node
which is running a control app.
settling times in the millisecond range if a stable output voltage is required for some PWM
frequencies.
An important factor to consider when generating analog signals is the resolution. The
control node should be able to generate signals with at the least the same resolution as
the ADC on the sensor node reading the analog voltage. Since it is essentially an identical
MCU, the resolution of the PWM wave generator (effectively the resolution of the duty
cycle) on the MCU is at least the resolution of the ADC. For example, the ATmega128L
MCU [39] (part of the Crossbow MICAz [13] nodes) has ADCs with 10-bit resolution, the
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same resolution as that of the PWM wave generator. If a DAC is used for stimuli, we can
use higher sampling rates at the sensor node at the cost of using more pins of the control
node. Since an MCU has multiple ADCs and PWM generators or even on-board DACs
(such as the Texas Instruments MSP430), multiple signals to be used as stimuli can be
generated.
2.4.3 Stimuli routing
All analog and digital signals from the control node are routed to unused pins of the sensor
node, if available, or to the pins used for connecting the sensors after the sensors have been
disconnected. When routing the signals to unused pins, the app needs to be modified to
enable reading the signal from the appropriate pin. This is a minimal change that can be
done at the device driver level, which typically involves modifying a variable or the mapping
in a configuration file.
2.4.4 Power measurement and control
Having pairs of nodes allows the sensor node’s power to be provided from the control node,
which is in turn powered from the wall socket or a large battery. Control nodes may require
more power due to the increased power consumption for generating signals. While it is
optional, with a few simple electronic components to measure and control power, we can:
1) simulate node failures due to energy depletion during an app test, 2) run automated
tests where node reboots may be required between different experiments, 3) measure the
power consumption of the sensor node, and, 4) control power consumption to emulate
different battery capacities and discharge curves. The ADC in the MCU on the control
node combined with a shunt resistor can be used for measuring power consumption. This
approach allows foregoing dedicated hardware although at the cost of reduced sampling
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frequency [40]. Battery emulation can be implemented with a simplified version of a system
such as B# [41, 42] which requires an MCU and a few electronic components that are
already available on the control node.
2.4.5 Sensor node reprogramming
Another advantage of this architecture comes from connecting the programming lines of
the sensor node to the control node. This allows sending the app binary over-the-air to the
control node, which then reprograms the sensor node without the need for modifying the
test app to include extra software such as Deluge [43] to enable this functionality.
2.4.6 Programming the control node
The data necessary to generate the appropriate stimuli signals need to be available on the
control nodes. Since our control node is actually a sensor node in disguise, we can simply
use the same tools or languages used to program the sensor node. Programming a control
node only requires knowledge of how to access and control the signal generation capabilities
of the MCU.
We can, therefore, program the control node to produce stimuli according to a pre-
programmed sequence. This stimuli can be sensor readings taken in the target environ-
ment, which allows testing modifications to the app or optimization without redeploying
the system in the target environment. The stimuli can also be randomly generated or follow
arbitrary patterns. Either data can be stored on the non-volatile memory available on the
control node without using any memory of the sensor node. We refer to the data required
to generate stimuli henceforth as stimuli data.
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2.4.7 Networking
Storing stimuli data on the control node may not be feasible when the app under test runs
for extended periods of time. This can be easily overcome if we can send stimuli data as
needed. This is possible when using the radio on the control node, another advantage of
using a sensor node as a control node. Since the sensor network is usually a connected
network and the nodes are paired, the control nodes can form a connected network as
seen in Figure 2.6 and the stimuli data can be sent from a separate control base station
to prevent interfering with the operation of the sensor network’s own base station. When
network partitioning is expected, control network base stations can be deployed at multiple
locations without any effect on the test app. Topology control algorithms can also be used
for automatically forming the control network.
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Figure 2.6: The parallel and identical control network that is composed only of control
nodes. The control nodes are shown running an app c and the sensor network under
test is shown running an app n
An example of how networking can be leverages is as follows. When node 18 running
app a (consider n = a in Figure 2.6) senses value 300 from its light sensor, this value is stored
at the base station. When the sensor network runs app b (now n = b), the control network
base station sends the value 300 to control node 18 (sensor node 18’s corresponding control
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node) and it generates the analog signals that the ADC on the sensor node’s microcontroller
would “sense” as value 300. However, app b is unaware that the signal it acquired is not
from a real sensor as we only modify it at the lower layers to read from an unused ADC and
not an ADC connected to the real sensor. The sensor is still powered on (ensuring power
measurements are still valid) but not read from.
Sending stimuli data through the radio also allows observing the app’s response to
real-time changes in stimuli. To prevent radio interference, a source of data contention in
DSN [35], all the control nodes’ radios can be programmed to work on a different channel
for all stimuli/control data traffic and also be used for time synchronization. A time syn-
chronization protocol such as TinySeRSync [44] or FTSP [45] can be included in the control
node software for accurate timing of stimuli. apps where communication among nodes do
not depend on the time of the stimuli event may not require the control network to be
continuously synchronized (while accounting for clock drift) and a simpler timing broadcast
signal can be used. Apps that react depending on the timing of the signal would require
a synchronized network for better accuracy. Also, if two different radio channels are used,
the control nodes can be programmed to listen on the sensor nodes’ channel to learn when
the app starts and then switch over to a different channel to receive stimuli data.
When implementing this architecture, an app is completely unaware that the sensor
readings are artificial and that it is running in an isolated environment. The only input
(other than the sensors and power) to the sensor node that is not artificial is the radio. If
needed, RF generators and interference generators can be used as mentioned in EmPro [34]
to simulate RF signals, although it would be expensive to outfit every node with a unit.
To summarize, the architecture offers very desirable features:
• introduces minimal interference to the app during the test
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• can be implemented with minimal software modification to the sensor node for rerout-
ing the sensor input,
• does not need expensive or custom external components to generate and communicate
the signals to the sensor node,
• can sustain operations for the entire duration of the test by continuously receiving
stimuli data through the radio, and,
• is programmable to automate tests with the same programming language and tools
as the sensor node.
In the next section, we describe a prototype CSP (Control Sensor node Pair) built to
test the stimuli and control capabilities of the architecture.
2.5 Prototype
The design goal of building a prototype was to use hardware and software that had open
architectures and implement the stimuli system using the fewest and simplest components
possible. We built the CSPs using MICAz [13] nodes from Crossbow Technologies Inc. and
the open source TinyOS [46] operating system. TinyOS was used to build a simple test app
and the software for the control node. A photograph of the prototype highlighting the pins
relevant to stimuli generation and routing is shown in Figure 2.7.
The MICAz sensor node is powered by the ATmega128L MCU which has 8 ADCs
with 10-bit resolution, 6 PWM outputs with a maximum resolution of 16-bits and 2 PWM
outputs with 8-bit resolution. DACs can be substituted for the low-resolution PWM outputs
when 8 analog outputs are needed. It has the CC2420 radio that can be operated on 16
different frequencies (channels 11–26) in the 2.4GHz ISM band. The sensors for the MICAz
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are built on a separate board (MDA100CB) for modularity and connect to the MICAz
node through a 51-pin small form-factor connector which provides access to all the pins of
the MCU. The board provides two sensors, a light sensor that is a CdSe photocell, which
changes its resistance depending on the light level, and a temperature sensor, which is a
thermistor. The pins (or ports) of the MCU are named differently on the MDA100CB [14]
and these names have been used here for clarity.
2.5.1 Sensor node modifications
To test the stimuli capabilities, we choose to replace an analog sensor and the CdSe photocell
rather than the thermistor, because, for testing purposes, rapidly variable light sources are
readily available compared to heat sources. The light and temperature sensors are read
Sensor Node Control Node
RC FilterADC2 PWM1AGND
Figure 2.7: Photograph of a prototyped CSP showing the RC low-pass filter used
and the pins relevant to stimuli generation and routing on a MDA100CB board. The
control node is shown without the MIB520 programming board (which powers both of
them) to provide better visibility. The wires for disabling/resetting the sensor node,
measuring the power draw (with a small resistor) and setting equal ground potentials
for both nodes are not shown.
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through a single ADC, pin ADC1 on the MCU, which has a 10-bit resolution. To obtain a
sample, the power (Vcc) for the appropriate sensor is turned on, and together with a 10KΩ
resistor, it forms a voltage divider and the voltage is read through pin ADC1. To enable the
node to read from another ADC, PhotoTempConfigC.nc, a low-level layer of the software
representation of the light sensor in TinyOS (PhotoC), was modified to enable reading the
voltage through pin ADC2 of the MCU. The modification was done to allow transparent
reading of the voltage through ADC2 while still powering the CdSe photocell, so that power
consumption is not affected. The modification is trivial and does not affect other hardware
components. Any test TinyOS app wishing to incorporate this change only needs to have
the modified PhotoTempConfigC.nc file present with its source files before compilation. No
other component of the app needs to be modified.
The RESET pin of the node was connected to the control node to allow it disable or
reset the sensor node when needed. The power was provided from the control node.
2.5.2 Control node modifications
To generate analog voltages, we generated a PWM wave and used an RC low-pass filter
circuit. An RC filter was used instead of a DAC since one of the goals was to use the least
wiring and simple components. The MDA100CB board provides access to one of the pins of
the MCU, which can output PWM: PWM1A. Although the MCU is capable of generating
PWM waves of different resolutions and accuracies, we chose to generate a 10-bit resolution
PWM wave which can be used for conversion to different analog voltages. The PWM
wave is then fed through an RC low-pass filter circuit where R = 10 KΩ and C = 1µF
for a time constant of 10 milliseconds. This allows faster response at the cost of reduced
accuracy, as lesser ripple can be obtained only with large time constants. This analog
voltage from the filter, variable from 0 to Vcc (3 V) with 10-bit resolution, is then routed
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to ADC2 of the sensor node. To enable software control of the PWM wave, we developed
a separate TinyOS component, PWMControlC.nc (see Appendix A) which abstracts the
low-level implementation and provides a simple interface to a high-level app, enabling it
to either turn on, turn off, or set the duty cycle of the PWM wave. The component also
disables MCU sleeping, as TinyOS puts the MCU into a sleep state where it does not
generate PWM. For stimuli routing, the control and sensor nodes were connected as shown
in Figure 2.7.
Pin PW7 of the control node was wired to the sensor node’s RESET pin to allow
disabling or resetting the sensor node. We wrote a simple software component to allow
either disabling the sensor node by setting the output low or resetting it by momentarily
setting the pin low. The former functionality allows controlled node failures to study app
behavior and the latter allows restarting the node when performing multiple automated
tests.
Since the voltage produced on the control node is measured on the sensor node, the nodes
need to have a common ground, which was established by shorting the ground pins (GND).
The control node, powered by connecting it to a MIB520 programming board which draws
power through the USB ports of a PC, also provided power to the sensor node. The PC
could be substituted with a powered USB hub. This enabled us to evaluate the CSP without
using large batteries.
The power to the sensor node was routed through a 51 Ω resistor (not shown in Fig-
ure 2.7) to allow measuring the power drawn by the sensor node. By measuring the voltage
across the control node (which can be measured by itself) and measuring the voltage of
the sensor node through an ADC (ADC2 of the control node) we can find the potential
difference across the small resistor through which the sensor node draws current. This al-
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lows us to calculate the real power drawn by the sensor node. The sensor node app can
be modified to measure its own voltage but we cannot calculate the power drawn since the
internal resistance of the node varies depending on the current activity of the node (such
as sensing, sleeping, transmitting, etc.). Therefore, using the control node allows us to a)
measure the exact power draw and b) obtain significantly more samples without affecting
app behavior.
In the next section we evaluate the stimuli, sensor node control disabling/resetting, and
the power measurement capabilities through experimentation.
2.6 Prototype Evaluation
To evaluate the stimuli system, we designed experiments to test the accuracy of stimuli
generation and the operation of CSPs as a network. Exp. 1 tests the accuracy of the system
in recreating a pre-recorded set of values and Exp. 2 tests the accuracy of generating an
arbitrary set of values. Exp. 3 tests the accuracy of the system in recreating values that
are read as a stream by the sensor node (such as an accelerometer). To evaluate the control
and measurement capabilities, we designed a different set of experiments and present their
corresponding results. We first describe the setup used for the experiments (Figure 2.8)
and discuss each experiment and its related results.
2.6.1 Stimuli system
To create a stimuli system, we built five prototype CSPs and placed them in locations with
different light levels throughout a laboratory room.
An app that periodically samples light was built in TinyOS (using the nesC programming
language ) to serve as the test app and was used for both Exp. 1 and Exp. 2. It is designed
to sample light every 5 seconds and obtain 25 samples over a period of 125 seconds. To
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Figure 2.8: Photograph of the network of CSPs used for evaluation. They were
photographed from above and are spotlighted for better visibility. CSP 1 is the root of
two tree topologies and connects to the common base station (0).
provide stimuli for the sensor node, a custom TinyOS app for the control node was built. It
can receive a set of time-value pairs over the radio and maintain the specified value for the
specified time. This allows replicating a time varying digital signal similar to the one shown
in Figure 2.1. This stimuli is then sampled at periodic intervals by the test app which is
not aware that the stimuli is artificial.
Software for the base station was developed using the JavaTM programming language
to control the execution of the experiments by communicating with both the sensor and
control nodes. Note that any programming language that can control the sensor network
base station (such as PythonTM) can be used for controlling the control network. While
we used static routing to create two similar but independent tree topologies, one with the
sensor nodes and another with the control nodes (Figure 2.8), any topology control or
routing protocol can be substituted. The base station communicates with the root nodes of
both trees to send and receive data and control signals. The software on the sensor nodes,
control nodes, and the base station were designed and deployed to enable automating the
test process.
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Exp. 1: Record and Replay
In this experiment, we test the accuracy of the stimuli system in replaying a pre-recorded
set of light samples. This enables us to evaluate an app with a set of values (not neces-
sarily light samples) recorded in another environment without deploying the nodes in that
environment for every test. Since there are 5 nodes in the network, we need 5 sets of light
samples. To acquire these, we used the existing control network of 5 nodes to periodically
sample light every 5 seconds simultaneously for 125 seconds. They were at 5 different loca-
tions (Figure 2.8) and we manually varied the light levels at the 5 nodes to obtain a variety
of values. Since all nodes have a 10-bit ADC, all collected values (25 samples × 5 nodes)
were integers in the interval [0, 1023].
The pre-recorded sample values are now considered as the stimuli data for the control
network, the ground truth for this experiment. Once the system is reset and the stimuli
data is disseminated through the control network, the base station first broadcasts a small
control packet to the control network to start the PWM to allow settling time for the RC
filter circuit. The settling time is the time difference between setting a certain duty cycle on
the PWM and obtaining the corresponding analog voltage from the RC filter circuit, which
is approximately 10 milliseconds for our filter. A control packet that notifies the test app
to start is then broadcast to both the sensor and control nodes. This packet could be part
of a time synchronization protocol if one is used. When the test app executes, the control
nodes adjust the PWM period to generate the appropriate value of analog voltage to be
sampled by the sensor node at the specified times. The control nodes are programmed to
consider the time constant of the RC filter circuit and adjust their timing appropriately.
When the experiment is complete, the base station acquires the sensed values from each
sensor node. Data from one of the nodes is shown in Figure 2.9, where the samples are
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shown as points on the line. Although some sensed values are not equal to the stimuli
provided (a sample is inset), the sensed values exhibit minimal deviation and the stimuli
system has reproduced the original input with a high degree of accuracy.
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Figure 2.9: The sensed values for a sample run of the experiment overlaid with the
given stimuli (ground truth data). The sensed values are not visible as they show
minimal deviation from the stimuli.
To measure the accuracy of the system, we find the distribution of errors (the difference
between the actual stimuli and the sensed value) for the values obtained from this node.
Since the range of values sensed is an integer in the interval [0, 1023], the errors are integers
in the interval [−1023, 1023]. Figure 2.10 shows that the distribution of errors is clustered
around 0, ranging from −1 to 3. The uneven distribution of errors is a result of using an
inexpensive RC filter to convert the PWM wave to an analog voltage. The RC filter’s output
voltage is not perfectly smooth and contains ripples. Although they could be reduced by
using a filter with a larger time constant, this would result in a larger settling time.
To evaluate the stimuli system over multiple runs of the same experiment using the
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Figure 2.10: Distribution of errors for a sample run of the experiment showing the
errors clustered around 0 and within −1 and 3.
same input, we repeated the experiment 100 times. For each node, the average value at
each sampling instant is calculated over the 100 runs. This gives us a set of time-value pairs
for each node. The values of 5 nodes are then averaged for every time instant to obtain the
average value sensed as a network. Figure 2.11 shows this averaged light value sensed by
the 5 nodes over a period of 125 seconds. Each sensed value is shown with error bars that
indicate the maximum and minimum values that were sensed over 100 runs for all 5 nodes
(5 nodes × 100 runs). The errors bars are not visible as there was minimal deviation, but
the inset plot enlarges the difference between the stimuli and sensed values at 50 seconds
for better visibility.
To better visualize and accurately quantify the distribution of errors, we use all the
data over 100 runs without averaging, obtaining 12500 samples (5 nodes × 100 runs × 25
samples). Figure 2.12 shows the error distribution calculated from this data. The errors
are again clustered around 0 and range from −2 to 4. Relative errors of the stimuli system
were calculated using this data. Using the 12500 samples, we found that the mean relative
error is 2.319% and, with 95% confidence, is in the interval [2.245%, 2.392%].
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Figure 2.11: The average values of all 5 nodes in the network at different points in
time (averaged over 100 runs). Inset plot with error bars shows that there are very low
errors.
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Figure 2.12: Distribution of errors with 12500 samples (5 nodes × 100 runs × 25
samples) showing errors clustered around zero and within −2 and 4.
Exp. 2: Pattern play
In this experiment, we evaluate the capability of the stimuli system to generate arbitrary
stimuli. We chose to use samples of sine wave as the stimuli for the same test app. Similar
to the previous experiment, as shown in Figure 2.13, we find that the sensed values have
minimal error for a single experiment on a node. The inset plot enlarges the error at time
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instant 45.
To quantify accuracy of reproducing an arbitrary data pattern, we again find the dis-
tribution of errors using the 12500 samples. The error distribution is shown in Figure 2.14
and, similar to the previous plots, is clustered around 0 but has a slightly different distri-
bution. The errors range from −3 to 5, again due to the RC filter, but non-zero errors are
lower (63.3%) compared to the previous experiment (70.7%). The mean relative error for
this experiment was 1.137% and the 95% confidence interval is [1.088%, 1.186%].
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Figure 2.13: The sensed values of a node overlaid with the given artificial stimuli.
The errors are again too small to be visible and one of them (at time=45) is enlarged
for improved visibility (inset).
The experiments show that the stimuli system is capable of artificially reproducing both
pre-recorded and arbitrary data, with high accuracy, while using a simple RC filter in a
networked environment.
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Figure 2.14: Distribution of errors for 100 runs of the Exp. 2: showing errors clustered
around 0 and having a slightly larger error range compared to Exp. 1.
Exp. 3: Replay stream data
Some sensors provide data as a stream. To evaluate the system’s ability to replay such
data, we designed an experiment to replay the data obtained from an accelerometer using
the same external hardware used in the previous experiments.
The data was obtained from a node with an accelerometer sensor board that was secured
at the end of a flexible wooden ruler which was set to oscillate. This resulted in a damped
oscillation and, by sampling the relevant axis of the accelerometer, we obtained the data
as a stream. TinyOS provides software components for reading streamed data. The sensor
board used was the Crossbow MTS310 and the sampling frequency was 50 Hz. This data
was considered the stimuli data and is shown in Figure 2.15 labeled ‘Actual Stimuli’.
Once the data was collected, a CSP was set up similar to the previous experiments
to test the efficacy of the system in replaying the collected stream and determining the
accuracy. The sensed values from one run of the experiment are shown in Figure 2.15.
Since the values are very close to the actual stimuli, there is a lot of overlap. We see that
the node was idle until about 15 seconds into the experiment, started a damped oscillation
and then came to rest around the 50 second mark. Although the values overlap, we do note
that the error is more visible compared to the previous two experiments. TinyOS software
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for the experiment did not require any extra components other than what was developed
for the previous experiments together with other standard components to enable sampling
the accelerometer.
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Figure 2.15: The data stream collected from the accelerometer overlaid with the given
artificial stimuli. Compared to the last two experiments, errors are noticeable, although
the sensed values almost overlay the actual stimuli.
To determine the accuracy of the system, we repeated the experiment 10 times. Each run
of the experiment yielded 3500 data points for a total of 35,000 data points. The distribution
of absolute errors is larger compared to the previous experiments and has about 85% of the
errors distributed in the range [−30, 25].
The distribution of absolute errors is shown in Figure 2.16. We note that the errors
are clustered around 0 and are close to 0% beyond the range [−30, 25]. We calculated
the relative errors for the experiment and the mean relative error is 0.042% and with 95%
confidence is in the interval [0.041%, 0.043%]. We see that the simple low-pass filter actually
provides fairly accurate stimuli even for a high-frequency sampling app and the experiment
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Figure 2.16: Distribution of errors for 10 runs of Exp. 3 showing errors clustered
around 0.
needed no change to the hardware involved. The addition of a DAC or more complicated
hardware interconnects can further increase the accuracy.
2.6.2 Control
To test the disabling and resetting capabilities, we built a simple TinyOS software compo-
nent that allows the control app to perform either function with ease. The software, by
default, has the RESET pin of the sensor node set high (since it is an active low pin) and
then switches the state when needed by toggling pin PW7 on the control node. Note that
the test app needs at least 2 seconds before it starts executing. This is normal and is the
time required for the power up and internal set up of the TinyOS system. This can be
observed in Figure 2.17 (explained in the following section).
2.6.3 Power measurement
To evaluate the power measurement capabilities we compare the measurements obtained
from the control node with that obtained from a multimeter. To enable measuring different
power draws we needed apps that varied in power consumption. For this, we used or
modified existing TinyOS apps or built our own that repeatedly performed a single task.
Table 2.1 shows the summary of results. Note that the null app was programmed to not
perform any task and 1 byte packets were used for all radio related operations. The voltage
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Table 2.1: Voltages measured by a multimeter and the control node for different apps.
App Multimeter measure-
ment (Volts)
ADC measure-
ment (Volts)
Null app 3.24 3.233–3.245
Self voltage measurement 3.23 3.107–3.248
Continuous light sensing 3.07 3.033–3.096
3 LEDs on 2.92 2.888–2.929
Transmitting packets 2.19 2.132–2.332
Idle listening 2.18 2.171–2.180
Receiving packets 2.17 2.103–2.187
measured by a multimeter across the sensor node when each app was running is shown in
column 2. Column 3 shows the range of voltages measured by the ADC on the control node
(after conversion) from 100 samples, each 125 milliseconds apart, for each app. Note that
as the app executes on the sensor node there are subtle variations in the power drawn and
while the multimeter usually displays the average on a time-varying signal, the ADC on the
control node can provide us with more accurate readouts.
The table shows that the measurements from the control node closely match those from
the multimeter. The table also shows the efficiency of the TinyOS operating system as we
see that the apps use only the power that they need. The null and self voltage measuring
app use the least power (higher voltage means lower power consumption) whereas the radio
uses the most power.
In order to study the effect of measuring power in an app, we designed a simple exper-
iment that compares the power consumption of an app that does not or does measure its
voltage when executing.
For this experiment, we chose the Blink app, provided as a sample app with TinyOS.
The Blink app repeats a binary sequence from 0 to 7 using the 3 LEDs and changes state
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every 250 milliseconds. We first measured the power consumption of this app using the
control node for 2 sequences. We then added a component to the app that measures its
own voltage every 250 milliseconds and again measured its power consumption.
Figure 2.17 shows a comparison of these measurements against time. The app is started
around Time = 1 s and we notice that the voltage decreases dramatically as the node
boots up signifying that there is significant power consumption. The pattern observed from
Time = 3 s to Time = 7 s and repeated again from Time = 7 s to Time = 11 s are the two
binary sequences. The node is off around Time = 11 s.
The plot confirms that when an app measures its own voltage its power consumption
changes. Therefore, the use of a control node allows measuring power consumption with
lower observer effects.
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Figure 2.17: Voltage measurements against time for the Blink app when measuring
its own voltage and otherwise.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we presented the architecture of the Doppel system which uses an identical
network of sensor nodes called control nodes to allow controlled testing of a sensor network
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running an app. In the control and sensor node pair (the CSP), the control node can
provide the stimuli and exercise control over the other node which runs the test app. This
architecture combines the benefits of using hardware-based stimuli for fidelity and software-
based programmability for ease of control.
A prototype implementation of the Doppel architecture for generating analog stimuli
was also presented. The prototype was evaluated as a networked system, presenting ex-
perimental results quantifying the accuracy of the system when reproducing pre-recorded
data, generating arbitrary signals and reproducing high-frequency sampled data using very
simple external hardware components.
The results show that the architecture is viable as an artificial stimuli system with
high accuracy. We also showed how the system can be used for emulating node failures
and accurate power measurement. Because the control system design and operation is not
dependent on the sensor network and app under test, the architecture can be extended for
testing systems that require repeated recreation of distributed state. Ad hoc and other
wireless mesh networks that have nodes that are distributed in space and are not easily
interfaced with a centralized test network can also benefit from the system.
In the next chapter, we will look at how the control network can be managed efficiently
for large networks that have long-running experiments.
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Chapter 3: System Management
In this chapter we look at efficiently managing dissemination of data through the control
network by strategic location of base stations. This is required because of the need to
deliver the appropriate control node data to the corresponding control node through the
control network, i.e., using control nodes to relay packets, while making sure the packets
are delivered on time and with certainty as the loss of a packet could potentially invalidate
the test.
We first explain this problem with a simple example. We then show how we can simplify
the problem and formulate it as an optimization problem that takes into account the con-
straints imposed by the network. We model this optimization problem as the well-known
facility location problem. We will overview the facility location problem and our formula-
tion. Solving the problem, we can find out where to locate the base stations, what data
each base station should hold, and how to route the data to each control node.
3.1 Efficient data dissemination
The control network is composed of control nodes that require data to either produce
the stimuli or perform some control action. Since the control network is simultaneously
operating with the sensor network under test, each control node cannot hold the data
required for the entire duration of the test especially if the network is large and the test is
long-running. This is due to the limited storage available on each control node.
We can trivially solve the problem by locating a base station at each node in the network.
However, each base station is a point of control for the network and for a large network,
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it becomes unwieldy. We also cannot always allocate one base station for a fixed number
of nodes as, depending on the problem, the base stations may not be able to meet all the
requirements.
Therefore, the data for each control node needs to be transported to the corresponding
node through the control network while making sure it is delivered before the time the data
is required (for stimuli generation or control). We also need to find routing information to
deliver the packets while taking into consideration the buffer capacity of the nodes and the
half-duplex nature of the wireless network.
Therefore, given the network topology, the times that each node requires control data
and the buffer capacity of each node, solving the problem efficiently will yield the location
of the base stations, the data at each base station and the routing information. We will
now look at an example of a small 3-node network that illustrates the complexity of the
problem.
A 3-node Example
Let us consider a simple network of 3 nodes as shown in Figure 3.1. In this network, all 3
nodes are connected to each other and can transfer packets among them. The nodes also
require their own control packets at specified times as shown in the figure. The dti = 1
means that node i requires a control packet (or has a demand) at time t. If a packet is not
required, then dti = 0 for node i at time t (not shown in the figure). We also assume that
all nodes have a buffer capacity of 2, i.e., they can hold only two packets in their buffer in
any time slot. The raises the question as to where base stations need to be located (which
nodes they are connected to) and how we can route the packets. Note that we assume that
a base stations can directly add packets to a node buffer and time is slotted.
The solution is to place a base station at node 0. The base station can supply the
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Figure 3.1: A network of 3 nodes (0, 1 and 2) with bidirectional links. When dti = 1,
it means that node i requires a control packet at time t.
demand of node 0 for all time slots starting at time t = 1, i.e., inject the required packets
into node 0’s buffer. We assume that the packets take one time slot to appear in the node’s
buffer. At times t = 1, 2, 3, 4 it supplies demands of node 0. At times t = 0 and t = 2 it
supplies demands of node 1 (injects them into node 0’s buffer) and at times t = 1 and t = 3,
it supplies demands of node 2.
At time t = 1, node 0 transmits the packet to node 1 and it appears in node 1’s buffer at
time t = 2. At time t = 2, node 0 transmits the packet for node 2 which appears in node 2’s
buffer at time t = 3. This repeats for times t = 3 and t = 4. Therefore, node 0 alternates
transmitting packets between node 1 and node 2. This is because it cannot transmit packets
to both node 1 and node 2 at the same time as the packets for the nodes are not identical.
The nodes have their demands met as they have the required packets in their buffer at the
specified times.
However, when we have only one base station, we cannot simply connect it to any node
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in the network. For example, let us assume that the base station is connected to node 1
instead of node 0 as mentioned before. This means that node 1’s demands are all met by
the base station. However, since it needs to get a packet transmitted at times t = 1, 2, 3, 4
to node 0’s demand at those times, it cannot transmit to node 2 at times t = 2 and t = 4
to meet node 2’s demand. A similar case arises when the base station is placed at node 2.
Therefore, with one base station, we see that it can be placed only at node 0 in order to
satisfy the demands of all nodes. While we can have base stations at nodes 1 and 2 together
with the one at node 0, it would be redundant.
Now, let us consider the same problem except that node 1 has a demand at time t = 3
in addition to times t = 2, 4. This can be seen in Figure 3.2. While there is only a minor
change in the problem, the previous solution of having one base station attached to node 0
cannot satisfy the demands of all nodes.
0
1
2
Figure 3.2: The same network shown in Figure 3.1 except that node 1 requires a
control packet at time t = 3.
The crux of the problem is, at time t = 3 both nodes 2 and 3 have demands and when
the packets originate at node 0 as the base station is located there, it cannot transmit to
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both of them at time t = 2. In order to solve this, a second base station needs to placed at
either node 1 or node 2. The two base stations can be also be at nodes 1 and 2 and one or
both of them can transmit packets to node 0.
Thus, we see that even for a simple 3-node network we cannot just assign a base station
to an arbitrary node. The network topology, buffer capacity and the demands of all nodes
have to be taken into account. In order to find the solution for an arbitrary network, we
can formulate it as an optimization problem. The input variables would be the network
topology, buffer capacity of the nodes and the demand times of each node. Solving the
problem will yield the least number of base station, where they are to be located and
the complete routing information. We model this optimization problem as the well-known
facility location problem [48]. We will now overview the facility location problem and our
formulation.
3.2 Facility Location Problems
Facility location problems (FLPs) have been extensively studied for their use in supply
chain management. In the context of supply chain management, consider the problem of
shipping products from factories (facilities) to retail outlets with or without intermediate
warehouses. We can select locations where the facilities should be located from a set of
candidate locations in order to minimize the transport costs of goods and the storage costs
to warehouses and retail outlets. Additionally, there may be time constraints and multiple
products involved with each retail location needing a different combination of products [49,
50].
While there are many different types of facility location problems, we will only consider
discrete facility location problems where the facilities will be located at pre-selected loca-
tions [51] unlike non-discrete FLPs where they can be located anywhere in a given area.
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There are also some qualifiers used to identify the common traits in FLPs. A dynamic FLP
has time constraints. A capacitated FLP has facilities whose output is limited, limitations
on the quantities moved in transport or stored in warehouses and retail locations, etc. A
transshipment FLP has products that are shipped through intermediate locations such as
warehouses. Similarly, a multi-echelon FLP has multiple intermediate points of shipment or
facilities such as national warehouses and local warehouses. A multi-commodity FLP has
multiple non-identical products that are shipped through the network.
Our problem of disseminating control packets through the network can be modeled as a
FLP. Each node in the network is analogous to a retail outlet if it requires any data at any
time, a warehouse if it relays packets, and a facility if it is attached to a base station. It also
involves time, limited buffer capacities, multiple-types of packets (one type per node since
packets are not interchangeable) and packets that traverse the network through multiple
nodes. Therefore, it could be qualified as a dynamic (or multi-period), capacitated, multi-
commodity, multi-echelon facility location problem. Our objective, however, is to minimize
the number of base stations, which are analogous to the facilities, whereas the common
objective is to reduce total costs.
Another difference from traditional formulations is that in our setting, we could have
data flowing from any node in the network to any other node in the network and all entities
in the network are identical. While there are studies of hierarchical FLPs where there are
many layers of entities such as factories, warehouses, distribution centers, retail locations,
etc. [52], they are considered distinct and have well-defined product flow paths which are also
unidirectional (from factories to end-points). The literature also contains FLP formulations
that consider reverse logistics [53] and closed-loop supply chain management [54], which
take into account product returns and recycling, but the return paths themselves are also
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considered distinct in these problems. Other approaches in the literature, such as using
network flow techniques [55] or dynamic transshipment methods [56] also do not account
for all constraints.
In the context of networks, FLPs have been used in the context of content distribution
networks [57] in wired networks. However, these also consider unidirectional flows and,
our network being wireless, we also have half-duplex constraints where each node cannot
transmit and receive at the same time instant. While commodity transport restrictions
have also been studied, where only a certain quantity of commodity may be moved at any
time [58], these different from the half-duplex constraints.
In the context of wireless networks, facility location formulations have been used for
service placement [59, 60], clustering [61], etc., but these also do not include all constraints,
such as time, buffer capacities, trans-shipments, etc. Protocols for real-time data delivery
in sensor networks have also been proposed [62–64], and while they can have high on-time
delivery ratios, they do not guarantee on-time delivery. Next, we present our formulation.
3.3 Problem formulation
First, we present assumptions for the problem. We then present the formulation starting
with the input and decision variables, and then the objective and constraints. We refer to
the nodes that require base station to be attached to them as injector nodes.
Assumptions:
• The network consists of stationary nodes with a fixed topology.
• Links are bi-directional.
• Time is slotted and a packet can be successfully transmitted in one slot.
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• A node can either transmit or receive a single packet in a time slot and simultaneous
transmission between node pairs not sharing a common node is possible.
• If a node is an injector, multiple packets can be added or removed from its buffer in
any time slot without affecting its transmission or reception.
• All packets go through a node’s buffer when injected into the network, when stored
before relaying or when consumed by a node.
• A packet injected at time t appears in the node’s buffer at time t+ 1.
• A node needs to have a packet in its buffer before it can be transmitted.
• A node needs to have a packet in its buffer before it can be used for stimuli or control.
• When a packet is transmitted at time t, it appears in the receiving node’s buffer and
is removed from the transmitting node’s buffer at time t+ 1.
• All nodes’ buffers are empty at time t = 0
We model the network as a graph G(N ,L) which has a set of nodes, N , and a set of links,
L, and operates over a set of time slots, T . Transporting node-specific packets is modeled
as a multi-commodity problem which means that node 0 requires commodity 0 (referred to
as packet type 0). Therefore, the number of packet types equals the number of nodes, i.e.,
the set of packet types is identical to N . Now we will present the inputs to the problem and
the formulation. We will also provide a simple example to illustrate the use of the variables
in the problem.
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Input Variables:
N = Set of nodes (and packet types) in the network
L = Set of links(i, j) in the network, (i, j) ∈ L if link (i, j) exists between nodes
i ∈ N and j ∈ N , i 6= j
T = Set of time slots
q = The last slot in set of time slots, T
dti =

1 if node i needs a packet at time t, ∀i ∈ N ,
∀t ∈ T
0 if not,
B = Buffer capacity of a node (identical for all)
Decision Variables:
Zi =

1 if node i is an injector,
0 if not,
Y k,ti,j =

1 if link (i,j) carries packet type k
in time slot t,
0 if not,
W k,ti =

1 if node i injects packet type k
in time slot t,
0 if not,
Hk,ti = number of packets of packet type k at
node i in time slot t
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Example:
Consider a simple network shown in Fig. 3.3. Here N = {0, 1}. The bidirectional links are
given by L = {(0, 1), (1, 0)}. Let us say the node 0 requires a packet at time 2 and node 1
at time 3, the set of time slots are T = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. Note that there is always 1 time slot
after the last demand. The last time slot is 4 in this case and q = {4}. The demands are
represented as d20 = 1 and d
3
1 = 1. This means that node 0 has a demand at time slot t = 2
and node 1 has a demand at time slot t = 3. Since there are no demands at all other time
slots, dti = 0 ∀ (i 6= 0 and t 6= 2), and (i 6= 1 and t 6= 3). We assume that the buffer capacity
of both nodes is 2, i.e., B = 2.
10
Figure 3.3: A network of 2 nodes with bidirectional links.
For this problem, we can find a solution manually. A simple solution is that the base
station is located at node 0 and control packets for both nodes are injected at node 0 at
time slot t = 1. This is represented as W 0,10 = 1 and W
1,1
0 = 1 which means that at node
0, packet types 0 (packet for node 0) and 1 (packet for node 1) are injected at time 1.
The injected packets appear in the buffer at the next time slot. Since there are only two
demands for the entire duration, only two of the W variables indexed by node, packet type
and time slot will be set to 1. All other W variables will be set to 0.
When both the injections happen at node 0 at time slot t = 1, the two packets appear
in node 0’s buffer in the next time slot t = 2. Therefore, the buffer values are as follows:
H0,20 = 1, H
1,2
0 = 1. This means that the buffer at node 0’s has 1 unit of packet type 0 and
1 unit of packet type 1, both at time slot t = 2.
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Node 0 also has a demand at time slot t = 2, represented as d21 = 1. The packet is
consumed (and is removed) from its buffer at time 3, i.e., the packet needs to exist in the
node’s buffer at the same time slot as the demand and is consumed in the next time slot.
This is represented by H0,30 = 0 which means that node 0 has 0 packets of type 0 at time
slot t = 3.
At time slot t = 2, node 0 also transmits the packet type for node 1 to node 1. This is
represented as Y 1,20,1 = 1. Because of the transmission at time slot t = 2, the buffer at node 0
now holds 0 packets of type 1 at time slot t = 3 which can be represented as H1,30 = 0.
Since the transmitted packet appears in node 1’s buffer at time slot 3, it is represented as
H1,31 = 1.
This packet that was just transmitted by node 0 to node 1 is consumed by node 1 at
time slot 3 (per the demand at node 1, d31 = 1). Therefore the buffer at node 1 holds 0
packets of type 1 at time slot 4 which is represented as H1,41 = 0. In this example, although
we looked at all the variables that changed through time, we did not look at all variables,
i.e., with all different applicable indices. These variables, though are all defined for the
problem, are set to 0 and remain set to 0 through all time slots.
We looked at the input and decision variables and will now look into the objective and
constraints required to solve the problem in a general context, not specific to the example
above.
Objective and Constraints:
min
∑
i∈N
Zi (3.1)
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subject to
H i,ti ≥ dti ∀i ∈ N , ∀t ∈ T (3.2)
Hk,ti ≥ Y k,ti,j ∀(i, j) ∈ L, ∀i, k ∈ N , ∀t ∈ T \q (3.3)
H i,t+1i −H i,ti = W i,ti − dti +
∑
j∈N
Y i,tj,i −
∑
j∈N
Y i,ti,j ∀i ∈ N , ∀t ∈ T \q (3.4)
Hk,t+1i −Hk,ti = W k,ti +
∑
j∈N
Y k,tj,i −
∑
j∈N
Y k,ti,j ∀i, k ∈ N , k 6= i, ∀t ∈ T \q (3.5)
∑
k∈N
∑
j∈N
Y k,tj,i +
∑
k∈N
∑
j∈N
Y k,ti,j ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ N , ∀t ∈ T (3.6)
∑
t∈T
dtk =
∑
t∈T
∑
i∈N
W k,ti ∀k ∈ N (3.7)
∑
k∈N
Hk,ti ≤ B ∀i ∈ N , ∀t ∈ T (3.8)
∑
k∈N
Hk,ti = 0 ∀i ∈ N , t = 0 (3.9)
W k,ti ≤ Zi ∀i, k ∈ N , ∀t ∈ T (3.10)
The term in min
∑
i∈N Zi (3.1) denotes the objective. It is a sum of the variable Z,
indexed by i which is the id of nodes. When the constraints are met, the nodes that become
injectors, i.e., the nodes which will have base stations attached to them will have Zi set to 1
where i is the id of the node. Therefore, when we minimize (3.1), we minimize the number
of injectors (base stations).
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Inequality (3.2) ensures that a node’s data is in its own buffer before the specific time
it is needed, i.e., if a node i has a demand at time slot t, it has a packet of its own type (i)
in its buffer at time t (H i,ti ). The constraint enforces that if d
t
i = 1, then H
i,t
i ≥ 1. This is
true for all nodes at all time slots.
Inequality (3.3) ensures that a packet is in the buffer before transmission. Therefore,
if a transmission is to occur from node i to node j with a packet type k at time slot t,
the buffer at node i has that packet type (k) at time slot t. It is similar to the previous
inequality except that it applies for all links in the network, all nodes, all packet types and
all time slots.
Equation (3.4) considers nodes and their own packet types and it ensures that the change
in buffer capacity for a particular node satisfying its own demand can be attributed to the
injection from the node itself, the demand and the incoming and outgoing transmissions.
The left-hand side of the equation denotes the change in buffer capacity at a node in a
particular time slot t (except the last time slot represented by q). The right-hand side
shows that a packet can be injected, used up through a demand, received from a another
node or transmitted to another node.
Equation (3.5) is similar to equation (3.4) except it is for nodes that act as relays for
data demanded by other nodes. Note that the equation considers changes in the buffer of
a node of packets not of the node’s own type (i 6= k). While the left-hand side is similar
to the previous equation, the right hand side does not include the d term. This is because
a node will never consume a packet that is not of its own type and therefore that will not
effect a change in its buffer for that particular packet type.
Inequality (3.6) ensures that every node transmits or receives one packet or is idle in a
time slot. This is the half-duplex constraint. The first term sums all receptions of a node
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over all packet types. The second term sums all transmissions leaving a node over all packet
types. The ≤ 1 ensures that only one of the sums is true, i.e., one packet of any packet
type is either transmitted or received, or the transceiver is idle (sum is 0).
Equation (3.7) ensures all demands are satisfied. For every packet type, the sum of
demands over all time slots (the left-hand side) should be equal to the sum of all injections
at all nodes (this is because a particular node’s demand can be satisfied by injection from
multiple points in the network) and over all time slots (the right-hand side).
Equation (3.8) ensures that a node does not exceed its buffer capacity B. This is to be
ensured at every node and at every time slot.
Equation (3.9) ensures that the buffer at every node (summed over all packet types) at
time slot t = 0 is empty.
The last inequality (3.10) determines the nodes that will be the injectors (facilities), i.e.,
if at any point in time a node injects a packet (W k,ti = 1), the corresponding node becomes
an injector (Zi = 1).
In the next section, we will generate small instances of the problem and provide solutions.
3.4 Solving small problem instances
Facility location problems are NP-hard and in this section we provide results from solving
simple instances of the problem. Larger instances will be presented later.
We first generated small problem instances, i.e., networks with 5, 8, 10 and 12 nodes.
The nodes were distributed uniformly over a 100×100 area with a communication range to
produce a connected network. We assigned buffer capacities of 10 packets per node. The
nodes were also assigned 10 demands each for all the network sizes. The number of time
slots was set to 250. The demands were uniformly distributed (periodic) over the time slots
for all nodes. We also added an additional number of time slots equal to the number of
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nodes at the beginning.
The problems were solved using the Gurobi 4.0.1 optimizer [65] on a computer with
Intel R© CoreTM2 Quad processor and 8 GB of RAM. We used the same formulation presented
earlier for all problems without any modifications for speedup. In the solution for all four
problems, the objective was 1 i.e., only one node needed to be an injector.
The time for solving each instance is shown in Fig. 3.4. We can see that the time
for solving the problem exponentially increases with increase in the network size. This
is unsurprising as they are NP-hard problems. The large amount of time consumed for
the problems was a result of the basic formulation used. We note that we are using linear
programming here as a tool to solve our problem, and therefore we will not focus in providing
a more efficient LP formulation.
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Figure 3.4: Time to solve problems of different network sizes.
To find the efficiency of the solution, we also looked at the number of transmissions
required for disseminating the packets. The result is shown in Fig. 3.5 and we can see a
linear increase in transmissions as the network size increases. This is not unexpected as
the 5-node network has a total of 50 demands while the 12-node network has a total of 120
demands.
The plot in Figure 3.4 shows that it takes almost 20 hours for solving the 12-node
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Figure 3.5: Number of transmissions required by the solution for different network
sizes.
network problem. This shows that larger networks will require large amounts of time for
solving with the basic formulation we provided (we again note that linear programming is
being used here as a tool and therefore we do not concentrate on finding the most efficient
formulation). In the next chapter we develop an algorithm that can expedite solving the
problem while leveraging the same formulation presented here.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we looked at how we can efficiently manage the dissemination of data through
a control network by strategic placement of base stations. The trivial solution is to place
base stations at every control node and this can be avoided. By taking into account the
network topology, the times each control node requires data, buffer constraints, half-duplex
constraints, etc. we can find the right locations of base stations.
We illustrate this with an example which showed how even a minor variation in the
input can change the base stations required and the routing information. We formulate
this problem as an uncapacitated facility location problem, and pay special attention to
constraints that stem from the wireless nature of the communications.
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In the next chapter, we will look at how we can expedite solving the problem using the
same formulation provided here.
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Chapter 4: A Hybrid Algorithm
In this chapter we will present a hybrid algorithm that can solve the problem by trading
speed for optimality while using an identical formulation of the problem with the solver. We
first present the design criteria for the algorithm and look at some facility location problems
that have been solved with mathematical techniques or heuristic methods and how we can
design an algorithm for solving our problem by hybridizing a metaheuristic and an exact
algorithm. We then present the algorithm, illustrating it with pseudocode.
The algorithm is a hybrid solution combining simulated annealing which is a metaheuris-
tic algorithm and a standalone optimization problem solver which is an exact algorithm.
Later, we discuss the implementation of the algorithm and evaluate it. We compare the
algorithm with a standalone solver using the same problem instances and the same formu-
lation for the solver that were used in the last chapter. Then, we show results from solving
problems which have their parameters varied to test their sensitivity. We also look at prob-
lems with a grid network topology. Later, we test the effectiveness of the algorithm by
using contrived problems that have known optimal values to check how close the objective
values found by the algorithm are to the optimal values. We also compare the relative time
it takes to solve all problems that were discussed.
4.1 Algorithm Design Criteria
Before we set out to develop an algorithm, we set forth the following criteria:
The algorithm:
• should be faster than a standalone solver for non-trivial problem sizes using the same
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formulation,
• should not produce solutions that violate any constraints,
• should be able to find a feasible solution quickly,
• could be aborted at any time to yield the current best solution, and,
• could be run for longer periods of time for improved solution even if there are dimin-
ishing returns.
We will now see what solutions are available and how we can design our algorithm
making sure all criteria are satisfied.
4.2 Related Work
As seen in the previous chapter, there are few readily available models that can be applied
for our problem. Consequently, there are no existing solutions for our model. However, there
are both exact algorithms and heuristics that have been used for solving facility location
problems.
Some facility location problems that share a lot of characteristics with our problem have
been solved with exact methods [66, 67] and also heuristic methods [68] but the models lack
non-distinct entities, half-duplex constraints, etc.
Solutions for FLPs in the context of wireless sensor networks can be found for location
of multiple sinks and efficient data collection [69–71] but they consider unidirectional data
flows, distinct nodes and sinks, no time constraints, etc., and are not applicable.
When considering all constraints and formulated as an optimization problem, it is NP-
complete and a heuristic is required to expedite solving similar to p-median problems [72].
Among the metaheuristics used for solving FLPs, we considered genetic algorithms, tabu
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search and simulated annealing. Due to the large number of constraints, a simple imple-
mentation of any of them by generating random values for all variables could result in a
lot of unsatisfied constraints and infeasible solutions. Similarly, using two different lev-
els of metaheuristics (simulated annealing) for finding the facilities and then satisfying all
demands [73] would also not be applicable as the heuristics to satisfy all demands would
generate many infeasible solutions.
In order to solve this issue, we can use a hybrid algorithm that combines a metaheuris-
tic with an exact algorithm. This is also a common approach to solving facility location
problems [74, 75]. Therefore, we can generate random values for the objective variables (Z)
using the metaheuristic method and use the exact algorithm to check the feasibility of those
values. While we can just use the Gurobi Optimizer for the exact algorithm, we needed to
select the metaheuristic to use. This is known as integrative combination as we integrate
the exact algorithm into the metaheuristic algorithm [74]. Among metaheuristics, genetic
algorithms require a pool of solutions to start solving and since finding each solution involves
using the standalone solver, it would require a substantial amount of time even before it
starts. Between tabu search and simulated annealing, the former searches around the initial
solution space before moving on to the next whereas the latter jumps around the solution
space more randomly [76]. Therefore, with simulated annealing, we can sample a larger part
of solution space within a few iterations even when the initial solution is not very desirable.
In our hybrid algorithm we combine simulated annealing [77, 78] with the Gurobi Op-
timizer standalone solver. We will delve into the algorithm in the following section.
4.3 The Hybrid Algorithm
In this section we first give an overview of the algorithm and then, with the aid of pseudocode
listings, delve into the details of its operation. The speedup in the algorithm is achieved by
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taking advantage of the fact that a feasibility check and partial solve is faster compared to
solving the complete problem.
The proposed algorithm uses simulated annealing to generate partial solutions and check
the feasibility at each iteration using the solver. At each iteration the simulated annealing
algorithm generates a bit string of length |N |, one bit for each Zi, and we determine if
Z (i.e., Zi ∀ i) is feasible using the solver. The energy at each iteration is the number of 1s
in the bit string (the number of facilities) when the Z is feasible or |N | × 1000 if infeasible.
The energy is related to the simulated annealing algorithm which will be reviewed later.
This approach allows us to get a feasible solution at the end of a fixed number of
iterations. If we resort to generating random values for all variables, it may lead to a
large number of iterations of infeasible solutions and may not provide us with us a feasible
solution even after a number of iterations.
Now we delve into the pseudocode of the algorithm. We have split the algorithm into
many sub-routines (algorithms) for clarity. For brevity and convenience, we use the term
Gurobi Optimizer interchangeably with solver.
Algorithm 1 lists the main part of the algorithm which sets up the optimization problem
and initializes some variables. We will now go into a line-by-line description of the algorithm.
We first create an instance of the problem. The function ‘CreateProblemInstance’ is a
combination of multiple functions available through the Gurobi Optimizer to create an
optimization problem instance. This returns an instance of the problem which contains all
the input variables and constraints that is ready to be solved by the Gurobi Optimizer. The
next two lines create new pseudo-random number generators (P-RNG) that are stored in the
respective variables. These can be initialized with different seeds. The next two lines create
the ExploredZ set data structure that holds all the explored values of Z. It is initialized
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with 2 members. These two members denote the infeasible solution (Zi = 0 ∀ i ∈ N )
and the always feasible solution (Zi = 1). We do this to prevent the solver from using
these values in any iteration. The next line initializes a variable called InfeasibleEnergy
which is the energy used by the simulated annealing algorithm when the generated Z is
an infeasible solution. The next line obtains three parameters for simulated annealing that
depend on the size of the problem (|N |). This function is listed as Algorithm 2 and will
be explained later. In the next 2 lines we just combine the parameters needed by the
‘SASolve’ routine (Algorithm 3) and then call the routine with the problem instance and
the parameters needed. The parameter Tmax is the starting temperature of the annealing
algorithm and Tmin is the ending temperature. The steps parameter is the number of steps
or iterations used in the annealing. Using these three parameters, we can find the factor of
reduction of the temperature at each iteration. The RNGAnneal is the P-RNG used by the
simulated annealing algorithm to accept or reject a solution at each iteration.
The variables RNGFlip, ExploredZ and InfeasibleEnergy are declared as global vari-
ables although they are only accessed by the routines ‘FlipBits’, ‘GetNextState’ and ‘Cal-
culateEnergy’ respectively.
Algorithm 1 Main(ProblemInputs)
1: PI ← CreateProblemInstance(ProblemInputs)
2: RNGFlip ← CreateNewP-RNG()
3: RNGAnneal ← CreateNewP-RNG()
4: ExploredZ ← φ ∪ (Zi = 0 ∀ i ∈ |N |)
5: ExploredZ ← ExploredZ ∪ (Zi = 1 ∀ i ∈ |N |)
6: InfeasibleEnergy ← |N| × 1000
7: Tmax, Tmin, steps← GetSAParameters(|N |)
8: AnnealParams← (Tmax, Tmin, steps,RNGAnneal)
9: SASolve(PI,AnnealParams)
Now we look into how the parameters for simulated annealing are determined in the
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routine ‘GetSAParameters’ (Algorithm 2). The first step finds the respective δc and steps
for a particular N which is passed as a parameter and is equal to |N | (number of nodes and
the length of bit string). The lookup table used is shown in Table 4.1. The parameter δc
represents the difference between the number of 1 bits in the first iteration of the bit string
generation algorithm (‘FlipBits’) and the second iteration. The steps represents the number
of steps or iterations required for the bit string to have at most 20% of 1 bits. We get the
maximum of both these values out of 10000 runs. We developed a script for automating
this.
In the next line we find the temperature the annealing starts at to ensure at least a 60%
acceptance rate by the simulated annealing algorithm. We set the minimum temperature
to 0.01 in the next line and then return the parameters. Some of these parameters will be
more clear when we discuss the ‘SimulatedAnneal’ function later.
Algorithm 2 GetSAParameters(N)
1: δc ← LookupTableδc(N)
2: steps← LookupTablesteps(N)
3: Tmax ← d δclog 1
0.6
e
4: Tmin ← 0.01
5: return (Tmax, Tmin, steps)
Table 4.1: Lookup Table for δc and steps
|N | δc steps
5 5 20
8 6 55
10 6 45
12 6 60
15 7 55
20 7 75
25 8 95
The ‘SASolve’ routine (Algorithm 3) exists to ensure simulated annealing starts with a
feasible solution. We first set success which is a binary variable representing the feasibility
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of the solution (Z). Then we enter a while loop where we initialize Z to all 1s and then call
another routine ‘GetNextState’ to obtain a modified Z which is not all 1s or 0s or not an
already found Z. We then call the Gurobi Optimizer in the next line (routine ‘GurobiRe-
setAndSolve’) to check if it is a feasible solution. This routine resets the problem instance
PI to an unsolved state and checks if Z is a feasible solution. It returns 2 variables: one
denoting feasibility (stored in success) and when feasible, the value of the objective (stored
in Objective). The objective is the number of bits that are 1 in Z. This loop therefore
continues until the first feasible solution is found i.e., until success is set to true. Note that
the ‘GetNextState’ routing uses the variable ExploredZ to store all the infeasible solutions
that were found.
Algorithm 3 SASolve(PI,AnnealParams)
1: success← false
2: while success is false do
3: Zi ← 1 ∀ i
4: Z ← GetNextState(Z)
5: success,Objective← GurobiResetAndSolve(PI, Z)
6: end while
7: SimulatedAnneal(AnnealParams, GetNextState, CalculateEnergy)
8: return Z
We will not look into how the ‘GetNextState’ routine (Algorithm 4) works. The routing
exists to generate the (next) state for each iteration of the simulated annealing process.
Taking Z as a parameter we call a routine to flip the bits in Z (‘FlipBits’). We continue this
until we find a Z that has not already been found. The data structure ExploredZ contains
the previously seen values and also includes Zs which are all 1s and all 0s (which were
added in the ‘Main’ routine). Therefore, ‘GetNextState’ ensures a previously unseen Z is
generated each time it is called. However, we makes sure that the Z generated is a modified
version of the Z passed as a parameter. The key is the ‘FlipBits’ routine (Algorithm 5). This
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routine uses the RNGFlip P-RNG to generate random numbers. It goes through each bit
of Z and if it is a 1, it flips it to a zero with probability 0.5 and vice-versa with probability
0.25. The probabilities are set to decrease the number of 1s in the solution and therefore
minimize the objective.
Algorithm 4 GetNextState(Z)
1: repeat
2: Z ← FlipBits(Z)
3: until Z /∈ ExploredZ
4: ExploredZ ← ExploredZ ∪ Z
5: return Z
Algorithm 5 FlipBits(Z)
1: r ← GetNextFloat(RNGFlip)
2: for i = 1 to |N | do
3: if Zi = 1 and r < 0.50 then
4: Zi ← 0
5: else if Zi = 0 and r < 0.25 then
6: Zi ← 1
7: end if
8: end for
9: return Z
The last routine ‘CalculateEnergy’ is a routine needed by the ‘SimulatedAnneal’ routine.
We will first give an overview of the latter. The ‘SimulatedAnneal’ routine is a simple
simulated annealing routine which takes some of the parameters needed for annealing and
two other routines as parameters and operates as follows. It first calculates the energy of the
system using the routine passed to it (‘CalculateEnergy’) at the first iteration. For the next
iteration, it calls the ‘GetNextState’ routine to obtain a new value of of the solution (Z
in our case) and then calls the ‘CalculateEnergy’ routine to calculate the energy. If the
energy has increased and the difference is δE , it accepts the solution as the current solution
with the probability eδE/T where T is the current temperature. It also accepts the solution
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if there is a decrease in energy. It then decreases the temperature based on a reduction
factor (calculated from the maximum and minimum temperatures and the number of steps)
and continues. During this time, it also keeps track of the lowest energy found and the
corresponding solution. The routine also exits immediately if the energy (value of the
objective) is found to be 1 as this is the minimum objective.
Since we have already discussed the ‘GetNextState’ routine, we will now describe the
‘CalculateEnergy’ routing (Algorithm 6). The routine is called exclusively by the simulated
annealing algorithm and takes the value of Z that was generated using the ‘GetNextState’
routine as a parameter.
We start by assuming that the Z is an infeasible solution and therefore setting the
energy equal to InfeasibleEnergy (initialized in the ‘Main’ routine). Then, we just call
the Gurobi Optimizer with the problem instance PI and the Z to check feasibility (while
also solving). If it is feasible, we set the energy to the objective value returned by the
solver (equal to the number of 1s in Z). We then return the energy.
Algorithm 6 CalculateEnergy(Z)
1: Energy ← InfeasibleEnergy
2: success,Objective← GurobiResetAndSolve(PI, Z)
3: if success is true then
4: Energy ← Objective
5: end if
6: return Energy
The ‘GurobiResetAndSolve’ routine performs another minor operation for increasing
the solving speed. Since we the know the value of Z, we can determine the values of some
variables. After the routine resets the problem instance to an unsolved state, it sets values
for these variables before calling the final solving routine of Gurobi. We will now look into
how the values of some variables can be inferred from Z.
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Determining variable values from Z
We will first define two sets F (Equation 4.1) and F ′ (Equation 4.2) which represent the
set of nodes that are facilities and set of nodes that are non-facilities respectively.
F = {i : Zi = 1, ∀ i ∈ N} (4.1)
F ′ = {i : Zi = 0, ∀ i ∈ N} (4.2)
We know that if a node is a facility, it produces its own commodity and holds it in its
buffer. Since a packet that a node consumes will exist in its buffer one time slot before the
required time slot and at the required time slot, we can set W i,ti = 1 for the time slots t+ 1
and t (Equations 4.3 and 4.4).
W i,ti = 1 if d
t+1
i = 1 ∀ i ∈ F ∀ t ∈ T (4.3)
H i,ti = 1 if d
t
i = 1 ∀ i ∈ F ∀ t ∈ T (4.4)
However, when a node is not a facility, it does not produce any commodities at any time
slot (Equation 4.5).
W k,ti = 0 ∀ i ∈ F ′ ∀ k ∈ N ∀ t ∈ T (4.5)
Similar to equations 4.3 and 4.4, we can set the values for the buffers of nodes that are
not facilities when they have demands in the next time slot. However, unlike the nodes
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that are facilities, there may be more than 1 packet in the buffer. Therefore, we set a
lower-bound of 1 for both time slots (Equations 4.6 and 4.7).
H i,ti ≥ 1 if dt+1i = 1 ∀ i ∈ F ′ ∀ t ∈ T (4.6)
H i,ti ≥ 1 if dti = 1 ∀ i ∈ F ′ ∀ t ∈ T (4.7)
We can also assume that the commodity of a node that is a facility will not be trans-
mitted or received by any node in the network. Therefore we can set the variable Y accord-
ingly (Equation 4.8). This also means that the commodity of a node that is a facility will
never be stored in a node that is not a facility (Equation 4.9).
Y k,ti,j = 0 ∀ k ∈ F ∀ i, j ∈ N ∀ t ∈ T (4.8)
Hk,ti = 0 ∀ i ∈ F ′ ∀ k ∈ F ∀ t ∈ T (4.9)
In this section we discussed how the algorithm combines simulated annealing with a
solver. In the next section we will discuss the implementation of the algorithm and later
present results from solving various problems.
4.4 Implementation
The routines discussed in the previous section that did not involve the Gurobi Optimizer
were implemented using the Python programming language (version 2.7) and the calls to
the Gurobi Optimizer (version 4.6) were made using Python bindings provided by Gurobi.
The values in the lookup tables (Table 4.1) were also generated by scripts developed in
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Python. We also used an open source Python implementation of simulated annealing [79]
and modified it to terminate annealing when the energy is equal to 1 which is an optimal
solution.
We used a computer with Intel R© CoreTM2 Quad processor and 8 GB of RAM to imple-
ment the algorithms and solve the problems which we will present next.
4.5 Results
To test our algorithm, we generated three different types of network topologies. The first
topology has nodes distributed randomly over an area while forming a connected network.
This is the common topology of resource constrained wireless networks. The second type
of network uses a grid (array) of nodes while maintaining connectivity through a limited
percentage of all available links. This type of topology is common in testbeds where the
nodes are arranged as an array. The third type of network uses contrived topologies with
either partially or fully known solutions to test the solving efficiency of the algorithm. We
will now go into the details of the problems with the three topologies, each with variations,
and discuss the results obtained from solving them.
4.5.1 Random node locations
For testing the solver on a random topology, we generated networks with nodes distributed
randomly over a 100×100 area with a communication range to produce a connected network.
While using the same formulation of the problems, we looked at the algorithm’s time
compared to the the standalone solver. We generated topologies with 5, 8, 10 and 12 nodes.
The number of time slots was set to 250 together with an additional number of slots equal
to the number of nodes. There were 10 demands per node and the demands were uniformly
distributed over the time slots (periodic) for all nodes. These are the same problems that
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were solved in the last chapter. We solved the problems using the standalone Gurobi
Optimizer and then the proposed algorithm where the same formulation of the problem
was used in both. Since the algorithm involves randomness, we used results from 10 runs
of the solving the same problem, utilizing random number generators with different seeds.
We found that the time for the algorithm varies from 1/10 (5-node network) to 1/150 (10-
node network) of the time used by the standalone solver when considering the maximum
and minimum times and using the same simple formulation. Additionally, we found that the
proposed algorithm found the same objectives as the standalone solver for all instances (the
objective was 1 for all problems).
Having observed the speed of the proposed algorithm, we generated more random topolo-
gies with variations on the different parameters of the problem. We will henceforth refer to
the former set of problems as random long-running problems.
We will first look into a set of problems similar to the aforementioned problems but with
fewer number of time slots. We reduced the number of time slots to 30 with the same 10
demands per node. We generated topologies with 5, 10 and 15 nodes with uniformly dis-
tributed (periodic) demands. However, we also generated problems with random demands.
For example, for a network with 5 nodes, we have a total of 50 demands (10 per node).
These demands were distributed randomly over the 150 slots. After assigning the demands,
two extra slots were added at the beginning and one at the end for each node (slots at which
there are no demands) to ensure feasibility. The buffer sizes per node were set to the size
of the network. We will now look at the results from solving these problems (Figure 4.1).
The plot on the left (Figure 4.1a) shows the time taken by the proposed algorithm. Since
the proposed algorithm uses the solver, we also show the average time taken by the solver per
iteration when being used by the algorithm (averaged over all steps of simulated annealing)
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in the plot on the right. Therefore Figure 4.1b shows the average time for a feasibility check
and partial solve. Both plots show the time for three network sizes, each with both periodic
and random demands. The data points also include error bars showing the maximum and
minimum times obtained from 10 solves of the same problem with different random number
generator seeds similar to the previous problem instances. We see that the problems with
random demands are always solved faster than the problems with periodic demands. This
is because random demands usually end up with some nodes having continuous demands
which results in a tight timing constraints leading to faster checks on feasibility and lower
solving times. As expected, the algorithm time increases with network size. We can also
see that there is not much variance as indicated by the short error bars.
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Figure 4.1: Algorithm time and iteration time to solve problems of random short-
running networks.
In Figure 4.2 we can see the average objective values found by the algorithm for the
problems. Since these problems were not solved using the standalone solver, we do not
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know the optimal values. We can see that the objective values increase with network size
and for network size 5 and 10, the objective values are the same for network with both
periodic and random demands. For network size 15, we see that the average value is 4 for
periodic demands and about 4.75 for random demands. The discrepancy is mostly due to
randomness as 8 out of the 10 runs of the algorithm found an objective of 4 and 2 runs
found 5. For all the other instances of the problems, all 10 runs of the algorithm found the
same objective (as seen by integer average values).
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Figure 4.2: The average objective value of problems of random short-running net-
works.
Next we test the sensitivity of the buffer size variable. We generated problems with 10
nodes, 30 slots (with 3 extra slots as mentioned earlier) and 10 demands per node (periodic).
The buffer sizes were set to 2, 3, 5, 10 and 15 and each problem was solved. For buffer
size 10, we actually used results from the previous set of problems. In Figure 4.3, similar
to Figure 4.1, we can see the times taken by the algorithm and average time of the solver
for an iteration. From Figure 4.3a we see that the algorithm time increases as the buffer
size increases until 5 and then plateaus. This is because a low buffer size problem is more
constrained with lower feasibility check times. As expected it increases with increase in
buffer size and, as expected, will not will not impose any overhead after a certain number
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which we see to be 5 in this case. This is indeed expected behavior and we also notice
the same behavior in the Gurobi solver time as seen in Figure 4.3b. Although the times
seem to vary a lot (seen from the error bars), this is due to the change in scale as well as a
linear scale. The objective values for all the problems solved were 3 for all 50 runs of the
algorithm.
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Figure 4.3: Time to solve the same random short-running network of nodes with
different buffer sizes.
After varying the buffer sizes, we varied the ratio of time slots to number of demands
per node. We generated problems with the same parameters used for the previous problem
except we fixed the buffer size at 10 and the number of time slots to 40 (+3 extra). The
demands were set to 2, 4, 8, 10 and 20 per node (factors of 40 to ensure uniform distribution).
The results from solving the problems can be seen in Figure 4.4.
From Figure 4.4a we can see that the time increases with number of demands and then
decreases when the demand is 20. The increase in time can be attributed to finding the
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routing information for more demands as they increase. However, after a certain number of
demands, the problem is too constrained that feasibility checks are faster. In Figure 4.4b we
can see there is a variation in the solver times but the scale shows that it is very minimal.
For these set of problems, the objective however varied. It was 1 when the demands were
2 and 4, 2 when the demands were 8 and 10 and 4 when the demand was 20. This is not
unexpected as higher demands would be requiring more facilities for service.
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Figure 4.4: Time to solve the same random short-running network of nodes with
different number of demands per node.
In this section we looked at problems having random topologies with long-running pe-
riodic demands and short-running periodic and random demands. We also looked at how
the number of nodes in the network, the buffer size and the ratio between the number of
time slots to the number of demands relate to the solving time of the proposed algorithm.
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4.5.2 Nodes on a grid
A lot of testbed networks have nodes that are located in a grid pattern. In this section, we
test the proposed algorithm on topologies that have nodes arranged in a grid (array pattern).
We consider topologies with the number of nodes similar in scale to the topologies in the
previous section. We generated topologies with nodes in 5× 2 (10 nodes), 5× 3 and 5× 4
grid configurations. We also used only 49% of the links (including all diagonal links on the
grid) which were selected randomly while also checking for a connected network. We set the
number of time slots to 30 (+3 extra), number of demands per node to 10 and buffer sizes
per node equal to the size of the network. Except for the topology, all other parameters are
the same as the earlier problems.
We can see the results in Figure 4.5 which shows that, similar to the times in Figure 4.1,
the problems with periodic demands need more time to be solved compared to problems
with random demands for the same reason. However, we notice that the times taken are
generally an order of magnitude less (compared with the same sized network with randomly
distributed nodes). The key difference we found between the topologies is the number of
links in the network. In a grid topology there are fewer links (almost half or fewer) which
produces a more constrained problem to enable faster feasibility checks. Similar to the other
topology, we see that the time increases with the increase in number of nodes as expected.
The times required by the Gurobi solver (Figure 4.5b) is also similar to times in Figure 4.1b.
Looking at the objective values found by the algorithm in Figure 4.6, we can see that it
varies more compared to the earlier problems and especially more when there are random
demands. For 10-node networks, we see that for periodic demands it is always 3 whereas
for random demands it is between 4 and 5. The 20-node network has a large variance in
the objective (9–13) because one of the runs had an objective of 13 but we can see that
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Figure 4.5: Time to solve problems of networks with nodes on a grid.
the average is lower (around 10). We can also see that the difference between the average
objective values for the periodic and random instances increases with number of nodes.
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Figure 4.6: The objective value of problems of networks with nodes on a grid.
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4.5.3 Networks with unique optimal values
After considering common topologies, we wanted to check how close the objective values
found by the proposed algorithm were to the optimal objective values. Since we had the
optimal values only for the random long-running problems, we created problems for which
we knew the optimal objective values. We designed problems with appropriate topologies
and demands such that there were a fixed number of nodes acting as facilities and each is
connected to an independent set of nodes which would be acting as its clients (being served
from the facility). For example, a network designed to have 3 facilities with four connected
clients can be seen in Figure 4.7. Note that the clients are not directly connected to each
other. While the nodes that would be facilities are connected to each other to make a
connected network, these links are not used.
We coerce the nodes to be facilities and clients by setting the buffer sizes and demands
appropriately. We set the buffer size to be 2 per node. At the node acting as a facility, one
unit of the buffer will be used for meeting its own demands at every time slot and the other
unit will be used to serve each client in succession. We set the number of time slots to 4,
one each for serving the four clients while each facility also has a demand at each slot (and
as before, three extra slots were added). Let us see how this creates a set of clients being
served by one facility. Considering only one facility and its associated set of four clients, the
facility injects a packet for the first client in its buffer at time slot 1 which is transmitted in
the same time slot to the client, reaching it at time slot 2 which is when it has its demand.
The second client has its demand at time slot 3 which would be transmitted at time slot
2 from the facility and so on for the next two clients. Therefore, each facility would be
serving its clients at times 2, 3, 4 and 5, one at a time. The facility also has demands at the
same four time slots and uses the second unit of the buffer for satisfying its demand. The
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second unit of buffer at the clients are never used. Setting the buffer sizes and demands as
mentioned will lead to a unique optimal solution including unique values for each variable.
Figure 4.7: Network topology designed for a 3-facility network with a total of 15
nodes (3 facilities as the corners of a triangle at the center, each with 4 clients).
Since this contrived problem has a unique optimal solution as mentioned above, any
more facilities will be sub-optimal and any less facilities will make it infeasible. Since
there is no other solution, a solver set on the aforementioned problem will find the unique
optimal solution (objective) and the unique values of other variables as appropriate. This
contrived problem therefore allows us to use the proposed algorithm to check if it can find
a unique optimal solution. We created four topologies to have 1, 2, 3 and 5 facilities (with
corresponding optimal objective values) wherein each facility in all four networks had four
connected clients. We refer to these problems as n-facility problems.
We call the topology shown in Figure 4.7 a wheel configuration. However, we also
generated a slightly modified configuration of the problem. For this configuration, we
connect all facilities to all clients i.e., each client can be served from any one of the facilities.
For example, to transform the network in Figure 4.7, the leftmost four nodes connected to
one of the facilities in the bottom left corner of the triangle will be connected to the other
two facilities (two other corners of the triangle). There will be an additional 24 links, 8
from each facility to the eight clients that they are not connected to. We call this the mesh
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configuration and while the optimal objective value is still unique (equal to the number of
facilities), the solution is not unique anymore at every time instant there are 3 clients that
have demands and 3 facilities that can serve these demands but no restriction on which
facility can serve which client.
From solving both configurations of the problems, we can expect that the algorithm
will be faster with the more restricted wheel configuration and Figure 4.8 shows that it is
indeed the case. Note that with the 5-node network, there is 1 facility and 4 clients and
therefore, both configurations are the same. We see that the time increases with network
size as seem in earlier sets of problems (Figure 4.8a). We also see from Figure 4.8b that the
time required by the solver increases slower for the wheel configuration which can again be
attributed to the highly constricted nature of the problem.
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Figure 4.8: Time to solve problems of n-facility networks.
Moving on to the objective values found by the algorithm, we can see from Figure 4.9
that the optimal objective value is not always found. Note that the data points have been
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nudged very slightly in their x-axis to enable comparing both configurations easier. For
a 1-facility network (5 nodes), we see that the algorithm always found 1. For a 2-facility
network with a total of 10 nodes, we see that the objective varies between 2 and 4, and 2
and 5 for the two configurations. The objectives for the 5-facility network are in the range
8–18 and 8–11 for the two configurations. We see that the solution has 32% of the nodes
as facilities as opposed to the 20%. This difference only comes into play as we increase the
network size and could be improved by running the algorithm longer.
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Figure 4.9: The objective value of problems of n-facility networks. The x-axis labels
are in this format: Total number of nodes (number of facilities, number of clients per
facility).
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we presented a hybrid algorithm that uses simulated annealing and a stan-
dalone solver (Gurobi Optimizer) to expedite solving the problem of locating base stations
for efficiently disseminating control data packets. We detailed the pseudocode for the al-
gorithm which leverages the speed of a feasibility check to expedite the solving, therefore,
trading optimality for speed.
We presented the results from using the algorithm to solve problems with different
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topologies. We looked at random, grid and contrived topologies and the methods used to
generate them. We also looked at the sensitivity of the algorithm to number of nodes, buffer
size and ratio of time slots to demands. The proposed hybrid algorithm trades speeds for
optimality and was shown to run faster. We emphasize that LP is merely used as a tool
in this thesis and we do not claim that our formulation is the most efficient, which also
implies that the running time of a more efficient formulation could be very different than
the results provided in this document. The same goes for the difference between the speed
of the hybrid algorithm versus the solver, which would likely be less prominent with a more
efficient formulation. Nevertheless, the proposed algorithm allows us to solve the problem
for larger networks and larger demands in a reasonable amount of time.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Wireless sensor networks with their programmability, low-cost nodes and robust networks
have found use in a variety of applications. The nodes are programmed individually and
exhibit complex behavior at the network level. However, testing the software application or
app that is on the node when it runs as a network is challenging as any test functionality
included in the app could interfere with the normal functioning of the app due to the
limited resources available on the node. While many solutions have been proposed before,
they either do not provide high fidelity or cannot be scaled cost-effectively.
In this thesis we designed and built a hardware-based system that allows controlled
testing of sensor network apps as a network. The system pairs each sensor node with
another sensor node which we call the control node which can provide the required input
for the sensor node as stimuli and also perform control functions. We call our system Doppel.
First we presented the architecture of the Doppel system in Chapter 2 which uses a
network of identical sensor network which are called control nodes to allow controlled testing
of a sensor network running an app. In the control and sensor node pair (the CSP), the
control node can provide the stimuli and exercise control over the other node which runs
the test app. This architecture combines the benefits of using hardware-based stimuli for
fidelity and software-based programmability for ease of control.
Next we presented a prototype implementation of the Doppel architecture for generating
analog stimuli. The prototype was evaluated as a networked system, presenting experimen-
tal results quantifying the accuracy of the system when reproducing pre-recorded data,
generating arbitrary signals and reproducing high-frequency sampled data using very sim-
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ple external hardware components. The results show that the architecture is viable as an
artificial stimuli system with high accuracy. The control subsystem was also showcased
for emulating node failures and accurate power measurement of individual nodes in the
network.
In the Doppel system, efficiently managing the dissemination of packets through the
control network requires strategic placement of base stations. By taking into account the
network topology, the times each control node requires data, buffer constraints, half-duplex
constraints, etc. we can find the right locations of base stations. In Chapter 3, we discuss
the problem and formulated it as a facility location problem.
In Chapter 4 we looked at some of the solutions available for facility location prob-
lems and how our formulation could require a long time for solving. We then proposed
a hybridized algorithm that combines a metaheuristic, simulated annealing, with an exact
algorithm, Gurobi Optimizer, a standalone solver. We presented the results from using the
algorithm to solve problems with different topologies and also looked at the sensitivity of
the algorithm to the number of nodes, buffer sizes and ratio of time slots to demands.
5.1 Summary of Contributions:
The major contributions of this research include:
• Designing the architecture of the Doppel system which allows automated testing of
sensor networks apps and consists of two major subsystems, one to provide simulated
values and another to exercise control over the sensor nodes. The system allows
creating a controlled environment for the duration of the test.
• Implementing the Doppel architecture using real sensor node hardware. The MICAz
sensor node platform and TinyOS software toolchain was used for developing software
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for both subsystems.
• Designing tests and developing software to evaluate the performance of each subsystem
in the Doppel system. The tests show that both systems are viable and offer high
accuracy.
• Identifying that the control network can efficiently manage data dissemination with
base stations at strategic locations and formulating an optimization problem that can
be solved to find the locations for a given dissemination problem.
• Developing a hybrid algorithm that integrates an exact algorithm into a metaheuristic
to solve the NP-hard optimization problem and evaluating it with different network
topologies and sensitivity to parameters.
5.2 Extending the System
While the Doppel system was designed for testing sensor network apps that require input
from the environment to be tested, the architecture can be extended for increased utility
and other applications.
One of the basic improvements to the system would include interfacing DACs to all
or part of the nodes in the system to reproduce high precision and high frequency analog
signals. This is useful especially for apps that use a large amount of high precision streamed
sensor data. Since each sensor node is paired with a control node, by using appropriate
interface and wired connections, we can easily reprogram individual sensor nodes over the
air through the control network. The control network would allow reprogramming either
individual nodes or the entire sensor network to enable debugging network level problems
much faster than traditional means. This allows for a system similar to Deployment Support
Network [35]. Currently, the Doppel system only allows control over the reset and on/off
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functionality of a sensor node. With appropriate external hardware, we can control the
voltage and current the sensor node receives when it is powered by the control node. Since
a lot of sensor network apps self-measure power and change behavior accordingly, this allows
testing network behavior of the app by varying the power supplied to individual nodes in
the network. A setup for a single node was demonstrated in EmPro [34].
Similar to the sensors, the RF transceiver on the sensor node also uses digital signals
to communicate with the microcontroller and therefore the app. Therefore, with the right
hardware setup that can isolate and tap into the interface between the RF chip and the
microcontroller, the system will be able to recreate node communications. While this would
be of lower fidelity, it will be more cost-effective compared to outfitting each sensor node
with an RF signal/interference generator. Such a system designed with network connectivity
can also allow bridging test beds that are geographically isolated and enable testing on very
large scales.
The optimization model and algorithm for solving the problem can also be used for some
networks that have actuators in the nodes such as Wireless Sensor and Actor Networks [80].
This will allow time critical data to be delivered to the node initiating the actuation. The
model can be extended to use continuous time, include wireless interference from other nodes
in the network, use different buffer capacities for each node in the case of heterogeneous
nodes, consider node mobility, etc. The model can also be relaxed of some constraints and
used in other contexts. Relaxing buffer and half-duplex constraints will result in a model
useful for data dissemination for wired hosts in a network.
There exist numerous embedded devices that are deployed over a large area and work
as a network either through a wired or wireless network. Developing a way for the Doppel
system’s control node to interface with standardized or non-standardized test ports on these
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devices would allow a major leap in its use. The Doppel system can then be used for testing
any of these systems that require distributed but controlled testing conditions and could be
useful in testing home automation devices to smart grids.
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Appendix A: Appendix for Chapter 2
The code to generate PWM signals from TinyOS is an important part of the stimuli system
and we list the TinyOS source code of the PWMControlC component here.
The PWMControlC component is a combination of three files, each with their unique
function. The PWMControlC.nc (Listing A.1) file is the main file which can be used as a
component in a TinyOS application (app). However, the file itself does not contain most of
the functionality. The functionality is split into two files, a module and an interface. The
module file, PWMControlP.nc (Listing A.3), is the file which has all the functionality. The
interface file, PWMControl.nc (Listing A.2) only contains the method signatures that can
be used to interact with the PWMControlP.nc file. The component file, PWMControlC.nc
has the configuration that combines the former two files to create a module.
We will first look at the component file PWMControlC.nc. Line 2 shows that it provides
only one interface (PWMControl) to interact with it. Lines 6–8 show that four components
are required and the module PWMControlP is one of them. Lines 10–16 show how the
various modules are wired. An important piece of code is Line 16 which is used to disable
the sleeping of the microcontroller. Without this, the PWM will not be activated. Note
that we have two PWM generators that are provided, PWM1A and PWM1B. However, we
will only be displaying the code and functionality of PWM1A as the other is similar. Next
we look at the source code of the interface.
Listing A.1: PWMControlC.nc
1 c o n f i g u r a t i o n PWMControlC {
2 prov ide s i n t e r f a c e PWMControl ;
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3 }
4
5 implementation {
6 components PWMControlP , MainC ;
7 components HplAtm128GeneralIOC , HplAtm128Timer1C ;
8 components McuSleepC ;
9
10 PWMControl = PWMControlP ;
11 PWMControlP . Boot −> MainC . Boot ;
12 PWMControlP .PortPWM1A −> HplAtm128GeneralIOC . PortB5 ;
13 PWMControlP .PortPWM1B −> HplAtm128GeneralIOC . PortB6 ;
14 PWMControlP . Compare1A −> HplAtm128Timer1C . Compare [ 0 ] ;
15 PWMControlP . Compare1B −> HplAtm128Timer1C . Compare [ 1 ] ;
16 McuSleepC . McuPowerOverride −> PWMControlP . McuPowerOverride ;
17 }
The code for the PWM control interface is given in Listing A.2. We see that it provides
six methods, three for each PWM channel (PWM1A & PWM1B). The setPWM1ADuty sets
the duty cycle for PWM. Although it has 16 bits of precision, only 10 bits (LSB) are used
as the PWM only has 10-bit resolution. The other two functions are self-explanatory. Next
we look at the PWMControlP module which contains all the functionality.
Listing A.2: PWMControl.nc
1 i n t e r f a c e PWMControl {
2 async command void setPWM1ADuty( u i n t 1 6 t va l ) ;
3 async command void PWM1AOn( ) ;
4 async command void PWM1AOff( ) ;
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5 async command void setPWM1BDuty( u i n t 1 6 t va l ) ;
6 async command void PWM1BOn( ) ;
7 async command void PWM1BOff( ) ;
8 }
The lines 1–11 provide the required interface to the PWMControlC component and the
interface to disable the microcontroller from sleeping. Lines 14–21 set the appropriate
registers of the ATmega128L MCU to generate the PWM and lines 22–24 set the frequency.
The next two lines make the PWM1A pin an output pin. Lines 29–35 set the duty cycle if
it is non-zero. Setting the MCU sleep state is done in lines 38–40.
Listing A.3: PWMControlP.nc
1 module PWMControlP {
2 prov ide s {
3 i n t e r f a c e PWMControl ;
4 i n t e r f a c e McuPowerOverride ;
5 }
6 uses {
7 i n t e r f a c e Boot ;
8 i n t e r f a c e GeneralIO as PortPWM1A;
9 i n t e r f a c e HplAtm128Compare<u int16 t> as Compare1A ;
10 }
11 }
12 implementation {
13 event void Boot . booted ( ) {
14 SET BIT(TCCR1A, COM1A1) ;
15 CLR BIT(TCCR1A, COM1A0) ;
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16 SET BIT(TCCR1A, COM1B1) ;
17 CLR BIT(TCCR1A, COM1B0) ;
18 CLR BIT(TCCR1B, WGM13) ;
19 SET BIT(TCCR1B, WGM12) ;
20 SET BIT(TCCR1A, WGM11) ;
21 SET BIT(TCCR1A, WGM10) ;
22 CLR BIT(TCCR1B, CS12) ;
23 CLR BIT(TCCR1B, CS11) ;
24 SET BIT(TCCR1B, CS10) ;
25 c a l l PortPWM1A. c l r ( ) ;
26 c a l l PortPWM1A. makeOutput ( ) ;
27 }
28 async command void PWMControl . setPWM1ADuty( u i n t 1 6 t va l ) {
29 i f ( ( va l & 0x3FF) == 0x000 )
30 {
31 CLR BIT(TCCR1A, COM1A1) ;
32 c a l l PortPWM1A. c l r ( ) ;
33 } e l s e {
34 SET BIT(TCCR1A, COM1A1) ;
35 c a l l Compare1A . s e t ( va l & 0x3FF) ;
36 }
37 }
38 async command mcu power t McuPowerOverride . l owes tS ta t e ( ) {
39 return ATM128 POWER IDLE;
40 }
41 async event void Compare1A . f i r e d ( ) { }
42 }
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